Eleventh Session, Commencing at 9.30 am

CAPTAIN COOK MEDALS

2899*
Royal Society of London, Copley Medal, undated (1737), in silver (43mm), (MI.ii, 522/81; Eimer 540), by J.S.Tanner,
obverse, Pallas seated left amongst symbols of learning and holding a wreath in an outstretched hand and embraces the
figure of Nature, reverse, arms of the Royal Society. Nicely toned, extremely fine.
$1,250
Baronet Godfrey Copley instituted this medal which was awarded annually from 1736. A gold Copley Medal was awarded by the Royal Society of London
to Captain James Cook R.N. (Klenman 2).

2900*
Resolution and Adventure Medal, 1772, in bronze (43mm), scarce die 2 with anchor left on Resolution, (MH 373; BHM
165; Eimer 744; Mira 27-8-9), by B:F (Matthew Boulton and John Fothergill), obverse, Cook's bust right, reverse, the
ships Resolution and Adventure. Has been removed from frame smaller than medal, therefore lettering squashed and rim
thickened, otherwise fine and very rare.
$1,000
Ref: Seaby Coin and Medal Bulletin May 1978 (No.U201) (Bulletin and two b&w photos included).

2901
Resolution and Adventure Medal, 1772, (BHM 165), uniface cast copy in bronze (41mm) made in 1999 by Marilyn Marshall
of Dusky Bay Press, NZ; Captain Cook, Navigator Extraordinary medal, undated (1976), proof in sterling silver (44mm;
38.06g), by John Pinches; paper weight with Captain Cook sticker 1770-1970 on base (9cm circular), some areas with loss
of paper; also a reproduction of the very rare Drake Medal of 1589, no.AR36 in series by Antiquity Reproduction, in plated
pewter (65mm) with suspension ring and loop, impressed at bottom, 1974 and medal number 37. Fine - FDC. (4)
$100
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2902*
Captain Cook Memorial, undated (1784), in silver (44mm), (BHM 258; Eimer 780; MH 374), by L.Pingo for the Royal
Society, obverse, uniformed bust of Cook left, below 'Reg.Soc.Lond./Socio.Svo' (Royal Society of London to its Fellow),
reverse, Fortune standing leaning upon a column and in her right hand holding a rudder on a globe. A few very small edge
nicks and hairlines, otherwise nicely toned nearly extremely fine.
$1,500

2903*
Captain Cook Memorial, undated (1784), in bronze (44mm), (BHM 258; Eimer 780; MH 374), by L.Pingo for the Royal
Society, obverse, uniformed bust of Cook left, below 'Reg.Soc.Lond./Socio.Svo' (Royal Society of London to its Fellow),
reverse, Fortune standing leaning upon a column and in her right hand holding a rudder on a globe. A few small marks
in obverse field and dark tone spot on reverse, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$900

2904
Bi-Centenary of Voyage of Discovery by Captain James Cook, 1970, commemorative postal cover postmarked at Kurnell
and including a silvered aluminium medallion (33mm) (C.1970/2); Captain Cook, Christopher Columbus, 1970, cast
in bronze (74mm) (C.1970/6); Captain Cook Bi-Centenary Celebration, Solvol Commemoration Medallion, 1970, in
aluminium (22mm) (C.1970/19), with suspension lug; Captain James Cook, Australia Bicentenary, 1970, cast in bronze,
silvered bronze and in gilt bronze (51mm) (C.1970/25) (3), all with pierced hole at top, the first in issue pack; James Cook,
National Trust of Australia, 1970, in bronze (52mm) (C.1970/32), cased; Sutherland Shire Commemoration, Awarded by
Captain Cook Bi-Centenary Commemoration Committee, 1970, in gilt bronze (38mm) (C.1970/33), by Amor, cased; RAOB
(Buffalo Lodge) to Commemorate Captain Cook's Bi-Centenary, 1970, in gilt bronze and enamel (30x50mm) (C.1970/42)
(2), one inscribed on reverse, 'Bro/A.Sutton/R.O.H./Lodge Tempe/No.785/1970'; Royal Australian Historical Society badge
(KC), featuring image of Captain Cook; Sutherland Bowling Club badge, featuring image of Captain Cook; The Endeavour
Replica uniface medal in oxidised silvered bronze (45x30mm); brass plate (63x32mm) with two pierced holes for securing,
stamped in relief, 'Middle Harbour Regatta/Commemorating/Captain Cook Bi-Centenary/Celebration/1970'; also Western
Samoa, proof silver ten tala, 1979 (Captain Cook and Endeavour), cased (foxing). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (15)
$150
Note: Buffalo Lodge degree R.O.H. means Roll of Honour (Right Honourable Sir) (4th Degree).
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part

2905*
Bicentenary James Cook, The Australian Numismatic Society, 1970, in bronze and another in oxidised silvered bronze
(45x65mm) (C.1970/4), designed by James Berry. Rub mark on Cook's cheek on silvered issue, otherwise uncirculated.
(2)
$100

2906*
M.L.C. Endeavour Award, 1970, in bronze (97x120mm), by Amor, uniface, cut-out abstract shape, features Captain
Cook's ship, Endeavour, under full sail (see similar design on C.1970/4) and set in the ocean below is a panel for inscribing
recipient's name, reverse with beginning of a small void at base, possibly with intention of inserting a stand support. One
small area of light oxidation above front, top sail, otherwise uncirculated.
$100
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part

2907*
Captain Cook Bi-Centenary Celebrations, Yachting regatta, 1970, in bronze, silver and gilt bronze (38mm) (C.1970/18).
Uncirculated. (3)
$100

part

2908*
Captain Cook Bi-Centenary, Hurstville Council Award, 1970, in bronze, silvered bronze and gilt bronze (53x78mm)
(C.1970/20), all unnamed. Uncirculated. (3)
$150

part

2909*
Captain Cook Bi-Centenary, Nth Qld Track & Field Games, Sarina, 1970, in bronze, silvered bronze and gilt bronze
(45mm) (C.1970/21), by A.J.Parkes, all unnamed. Uncirculated. (3)
$90
2910
Captain James Cook Bi-Centenary, State Savings Bank of Victoria, 1970, in silver (38mm) (C.1970/22), by Stokes Melb;
another, Shire of Shoalhaven, 1970, in bronze (38mm) (C.1970/27); another, Historical Medal Society of Australia & New
Zealand, 1970, in bronze (38mm) (C.1970/29), by K.G. Luke; another, Coin Exhibition by Australian Numismatic Society
Brisbane Branch, in wood (40mm) (C.1970/30); another, Anpex Sydney N.S.W., 1970, in silvered bronze (33x45mm)
(C.1970/46a, this medal), by Amor. The second with small nick in obverse field, the second last faded as usual, otherwise
uncirculated. (5)
$100
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part

2911*
Capt James Cook, Aust Bi-Centenary, 1970, in bronze, oxidised silver, silver and gilded bronze (all 57mm) (C.1970/24), all
inscribed around edge, '5th Anniversary Of Metropolitan Coin Club April 1970 G.H.B. W.J.M No.' (numbered in order
of listing, 27, 16, S34, G1). Uncirculated. (4)
$250

part

2912*
Captain James Cook, H.M.S. Endeavour, 1728-1779, in bronze and another in oxidised silver (49mm) (C.1970/26).
Uncirculated. (2)
$90

2913
Captain Cook Bi-Centenary Celebrations, N.S.W., Australia, 1970, uniface in bronze (56mm), hollow back with screw
fitting for mounting on base, also castings in bronze (2) and white metal (all 56mm) (C.1970/39). Uncirculated. (4)
$100

2914
200th Anniversary Captain Cook, N.S.W. Australia Celebrations, 1970, in bronze (57mm) (C.1970/39); James Cook BiCentenary Discovery of Norfolk Island, 1974, in oxidised silvered bronze (57mm) (C.1974/10), edge no.SO-109; James
Cook Obit:oWhyee, 1979, in bronze (38x50mm) (C.1979/9); also Newcastle Numismatic Society card to commemorate
the 200th anniversary of the discovery of the East Coast of Australia by Lt. James Cook. In cases of issue, the first and
last cases with some foxing, the card with light foxing, the medals uncirculated. (3 + card)
$100
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2915*
Ampol (Oil/Gas Australia) official competitor's rally car bumper badge, 1970, medal in blackened bronze (57mm), obverse,
Captain Cook's bust left, around 'Captain Cook's 200th Anniversary, 1770-1970', reverse, plain except for impression of
Cook's bust and maker's name, Wallace Bishop Factory Brisbane, mounted to a chrome and enamel plaque (58x90mm),
with title, 'AMPOL/1970 TRIAL/COMPETITOR'. Uncirculated.
$100

2916*
The City of Rockdale, medallic plaque for centenary celebration, 1971, a uniface trial piece cast in white metal (oval
108x155mm), obverse, Captain Cook uniformed bust right, above 'Rockdale', at sides, '1871/1971', and below, 'James
Cook'. Uncirculated.
$100
The City of Rockdale was previously known as the Municipality of West Botany declared on 13 January 1871. It has a close affiliation with Captain Cook
who landed at Botany Bay in 1770.
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part

2917*
Bi-Centenary Discovery of Norfolk Island, in silver (edge no.S-92) and oxidised bronze (edge no.B-92) (57mm) (C.1974/10).
In set case, this with loose lid lining, medals uncirculated. (set of 2)
$120

part

2918*
James Cook Killed by the Indians, 1979, in silver (edge no.9), gilt bronze (edge no.C9), and bronze (edge no.9) (57mm)
(C.1979/8), edge impressed, 'The Metropolitan Coin Club of Sydney * 1728-1978 *** 1779-1979 *'. In set case, some
light foxing on lid lining, light hairlines on silver issue, otherwise uncirculated. (set of 3)
$250

part

2919*
Bicentenary of Death of Captain Cook, undated (1979), in silver (51mm), by Imago of Surrey, England, edge impressed
HJF and hallmarked, obverse, uniformed bust of Cook left, with globe beside him and map of his Pacific exploration route
highlighted, reverse, Cook's ship, Endeavour and on shore a group of natives, two in a canoe, a kangaroo and fruits, at
side of ship's sails, 'Captain Cook/Trust' (Klenman 111A); another pair of identical medals (34mm), one in silver and one
in bronze. All in cases of issue and all with foxing on lid lining, medals uncirculated. (3)
$100
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2920
Canada, British Columbia, Captain Cook at Nootka 1778, (1978), in silver and another in bronze (50mm) (2), by Historic
Medals (Allan Klenman); Captain Cook Landing at Nootka Sound, 1778-1978, in silver (32mm); Captain James Cook
Bicentennial Medal, 1978, in silver and two in bronze (32mm) (3), by Greater Victoria Visitor Information Centre, BC;
Captain Cook Bicentennial, (1978), Canadian Armed Forces, in gilt white metal (34mm); Bicentennial Captain Cook/Port
Alberni, BC, 1978, in nickel silver (33mm); Captain Cook, Anchorage Alaska, 1978, in bronze (38mm); British Columbia
Sea Festival dollars, 1978, in cupro nickel (2, one featuring Captain Cook); a selection of beer coasters, stickers, stamps,
a first day of issue envelope and match box all featuring Captain Cook. Very fine - uncirculated. (19)
$80

2921*
Captain James Cook, R.N. F.R.S. 1728-1779, (1979), in pure copper (51mm), obverse, bust of Cook right, reverse,
H.M.S.Resolution at anchor with mountains in background, below, 'Capt. Cook First White/Man To Land In/British
Columbia/At Nootka/1778'. Uncirculated.
$100
Together with small envelope marked, 'Capt. Cook/K.98/#68 of 100/Pure Copper/(signature of A Klenman)/To/L.C.Carlisle'. This medal was also issued in
gold and silver by Allan Klenman, Victoria, British Columbia, who published his book 'The Faces of Captain Cook' in 1983 with a foreward by William
J. Mira.

part

2922*
France, Tahiti medal, undated, in bronze (67.5mm), by Georges Guiraud, obverse, facing busts of Samuel Wallis 1767, L.
de Bougaineville 1768 and James Cook 1769, all over Tahiti shoreline, reverse, ship with hut and palm trees in background,
around the names of the ships, Dolphin, Boudeuse and Endeavour; another identical but smaller size (53mm). Both in
cases of issue, uncirculated. (2)
$100
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2923*
France, Captain Cook 1728-1779, undated (edge impressed 1981), in bronze (72.5mm), by Helene Guastalla, struck
by Monnaie De Paris, obverse, half facing bust of Cook with heavily textured finish, reverse, scene of Cook's Antarctic
expedition. In box of issue with display stand, uncirculated.
$60
2924
New Zealand, James Cook Bicentenary, 1969, by Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand, in bronze (63mm)
(M&P.1969/1), minted by Royal Australian Mint; James Cook Navigator, 1969, in silver and another in bronze (both
42mm), by The Numismatic Society of New Zealand (M&P.1969/2) (2); Captain James Cook Bicentenary, 1969, cast in
bronze (50mm) (M&P.1969/8); Bi-Centenary of Cook's Third Voyage, 1976, in silver and another in bronze (both 42mm),
by James Berry (M&P.1976/1) (2). The first in case, this with some foxing, the second and third in sealed packets of Dick
& Watt Ltd Die Sinkers, the fourth in plastic pack of issue, this with green discolouration, the last two in cases both with
foxing, first three and last two medals uncirculated, the fourth medal with some areas of light discolouration on reverse,
otherwise uncirculated. (6)
$120
2925
James Cook Bi-Centenary, Hawke's Bay & Gisborne Savings Bank, 1969, in silver, bronze and bright copper (all 33mm)
(M&P 1969/4) (3); Bicentenary of Rediscovery of New Zealand, 1969, proof and specimen in nickel silver (39mm) (M&P
1969/6) (2); Bi-Centenary of Cook's Second Voyage, Hawke's Bay & Gisborne Savings Bank, 1972, in antique bronze
(38.5mm) (M&P 1972/1) (2). Uncirculated. (7)
$100
2926
Portugal, Great Explorers Series, by Gravarte of Lisbon, includes James Cook, Endeavour, 1768, in bronze (70mm), edge
impressed '98/1000'; another identical in bronze (40mm) edge impressed '43/1000'; also Christopher Columbus, 1492 in
bronze (70mm), edge impressed 97/1000'. All in packs of issue with certificates, the first and last with verdigris on rims
and some verdigris spots on reverse, otherwise uncirculated. (3)
$90
2927
Captain James Cook, Discoverer of Hawaii, (1976), issued by Hamilton Mint, in gilt, oxidised silvered and bronze (all
38mm) (3), another identical pair, one in gilt and one in oxidised silvered (both 32mm) (2); HSNA 15th Annual Show
wooden token (38mm) featuring Captain James Cook; medals from commemorative collections, includes Captain James
Cook Map Maker & Explorer, in .999 fine silver (44mm), by Britannia Commemorative Society; Captain James Cook RN
1728-1779, in silver (45mm); Captain James Cook Lands on One of His Voyages and on reverse his coat of arms, 17681779, in silver (45mm); also Great Britain, Captain Cook Birthplace Museum Opened 1978, in bronze (38mm). The last
toned, otherwise uncirculated - FDC. (10)
$120
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2928*
USA, Hawaii, 1983, proof in silver (20.5mm), obverse, bust of Captain Cook right, legend, 'Captain James Cook Discovered
The Hawaiian Islands 1778', reverse, Hawaiian Islands within shield similar to design used on first Hawaiian dollar, above,
'Centennial Year', and below, '1983' (Medcalf 2MB-135). FDC.
$50
Celebrating 100th Anniversary of Minting the Kalakaua I akahi dala (one dollar) in 1883.

EXPLORATION MEDALS

part

2929*
Galaup De La Perouse 1741-1788, (edge impressed 1985), in bronze (68mm), by S.Regis, obverse, facing bust of La Perouse,
reverse, navigational instruments, above 'La Boussole Et L'Astrolabe' (compass and Astrolabe), below 'Derniere Expedition
1785-1788' (Last Voyage 1785-1788); E.Boudin, undated, in bronze (edge impressed 1987), obverse, half facing stylised
head of Boudin, reverse, an impression of a fleet of ships as painted by Boudin, a renowned French marine painter, both
medals struck by Monnaies De Paris. Both in boxes of issue with display stands, uncirculated. (2)
$130
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2930*
La Perouse 1741-1788, Marine Francaise, (edge impressed 1988), in bronze (67mm), by Georges Guiraud, obverse, bust
of La Perouse left, reverse, his ship under full sail, around 'Marine Francaise' (French Navy), and below 'Honneur.Patrie/
Valeur.Discipline' (Honour.Homeland.Value.Discipline). In case of issue with display stand, uncirculated.
$100
See 'Australasian Coin and Banknote' magazine, Oct 2009, p31.

2931*
La Perouse's Exploring Expedition, 1785, in bronze (60mm) (MH 170) by B.Duvivier, obverse, bust of Louis XVI left,
reverse, inscription in 10-lines. Mottled toning, extremely fine and very rare.
$4,000
In 1785 La Perouse sailed with the ships 'Boussole' and 'Astrolabe' and explored the far eastern coasts of Asia and Australia. In 1788 he sailed from Botany
Bay, but both ships were lost with all hands near the New Hebrides.

2932*
Baudin's Exploring Expedition, 1801, in copper (38mm) for the corvettes Geography and Naturalist voyage to New
Holland (Australia) (MH 174), by Montagny, obverse, the Consul Bonaparte's bust left, reverse, 6-lines of French text,
variety with low scroll. Weak strike on ORV of CORVETTES on reverse and some marks on edges, some traces of mint
red in lettering, very fine.
$250
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2933*
Louis de Freycinet's Scientific Expedition, Cruise of the Corvette 'Uranie', 1817, in bronze (40.5mm) by Andrieu (cf MH
188). Some hairlines on reverse and small edge bump, otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$400
The 'Uranie', captained by Louis de Freycinet sailed from Toulon in 1817 on a world cruise. The ship landed at Shark Bay on the West Coast of Australia,
on the 12th September 1818, where an observatory was set up. After visiting Timor and the Sandwich Islands the 'Uranie' reached Port Jackson on the
19th November 1818. It left on Boxing Day that year on a course for Cape Horn. On 13th February 1820 the ship was wrecked off the Falkland Islands
but all crew and a good amount of the records of the voyage were saved.

2934*
Voyage of the Coquille, 1822, in bronze (50.5mm), (MH 189), by Andrieu, obverse, bust of Louis XVIII King of France
right, reverse, 9-lines of French text, struck to commemorate the voyage around the world by the Coquille commanded
by Lieut Duperrey, 1822. Extremely fine.
$500

2935*
Dumont D'Urville's Voyage of the Astrolabe, 1826, in bronze (50mm) by Depaulis (MH 190), obverse, bust left of Charles
X King of France, reverse, 10-line inscription in French. Light oxidation under bust and in lettering, otherwise extremely
fine.
$500
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2936*
French colonies, New Caledonia, Compagnie Des Messageries Maritimes "Caledonien", 1952, in bronze (59mm) by
R.B.Baron, obverse, map of New Caledonia under two kagu (also cagou) birds, vegetation in the background, reverse,
maritime crown over anchor with unicorn's bust left. In box of issue, uncirculated.
$70
The Caledonien was built at Dunkirk by A. & C. de France for the French shipping company, Des Messageries Maritimes. It was delivered in September 1952
and operated on the Marseilles to Sydney service via the Panama Canal. It was named after the French colony of New Caledonia established in 1853.

2937*
New Caledonia, Centenary of the French Presence in New Caledonia, and Sydney to Noumea yacht race, 1953, in silver
(68mm), by R.B.B. (Roger Bertrand Baron), obverse, map of New Caledonia, above, '1853-1953' and below an area for
naming (this medal unnamed), reverse, the route of the race course and in the centre a seahorse in the middle of a compass,
around the outside, Course Croisiere Sydney - Noumea (Cruising Course Sydney - Noumea). In original circular box,
uncirculated and scarce.
$250
Together with enlarged photos of the medal and copies of pages from the book Australian Ocean Racing by Murray Davis which describes that only
three races were scheduled to be held. In 1953, the first event with seven starters, 1957 with seven starters but only two finished and lastly in 1966 but
cancelled because of insufficient entries. The races that were held were organised by the Cercle Nautique of New Caledonia together with the Cruising
Yacht Club of Australia.
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COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS

2938*
George IV, H.B.M.S. Adventure and Beagle, 1826, in brass (26mm) (MH.579; BHM 1262; Eimer 1188). Planchet crack
at bottom edge, otherwise some original mint bloom, extremely fine and scarce.
$250
The Adventure and Beagle under the command of Captain Phillip Parker King surveyed the Straits of Magellean between 1826 and 1828. King was born
on Norfolk Island in 1791, the son of Phillip Gidley King, the 3rd Governor of NSW. He was the first and for many years the only Australian-born to
attain eminence in the world outside the Australian colonies.

2939*
Convict token, Great Britain, cartwheel twopence, 1797, well worn on reverse, obverse shaved and inscribed, 'James
Harvey/Engraved/1827.B/Stortford'. Poor.
$100
James Harvey of Bishop's Stortford, age 22, married with one child, was found guilty of housebreaking at Oxford on 7 March 1827 and sentenced to
Transportation for life. He arrived at Sydney on the Prince Regent on 27 September 1827. He was assigned to indentured service with William Bowman
and in the 1828 Census he is shown as a Bullock Driver for W. Bowman at Bathurst and on the Convict Return of 1837 he is still in the same position. He
was granted a second class conditional pardon on 23 May 1846. He married Elizabeth Jane Goodsall in 1842 and they had six children. James died on 3
May 1852 at the age of 47 at Penrith and was buried the next day.

lot 2940
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2940*
Licensed Boatman, Sydney, undated (c1850s), badge in bronze (oval 83x97.5mm), in the centre is inscribed the license
number '638' and below Sydney is inscribed the recipient's name, 'Charles.Bullock', with two pierced securing holes at
top and bottom and sides for wearing. Good very fine and rare.
$1,000
Licensed boatmen provided a ferry service in rowing boats in Sydney Cove and Darling Harbour, for example by rowing across Sydney Harbour from
points such as Millers Point (south side) to Blues Point (north side).
The regulations stated that the boatman had to register his name and place of abode at the Police Office and then receive a badge which was to be worn
on the left breast of his coat or jacket. The boatman also had to have his name and place of abode painted in one inch long letters on the inside of the
gunwale of the stern of his boat and also on the inside of the gunwale of the fore sheets.
See article in The Australiana Society, Australiana magazine, Vol 29 No 1, February 2007, Licensed Boatman badges by Les Carlisle. In this article is
recorded that the Licensed Boatman badges for Sydney known to still exist total 9, numbered between 95 and 638, including one with details unknown.
See lot 3958.

2941*
Advance Australia arms, c1850s design, cast in blackened bronze (approx 113x89mm), the centre shield divided into
quarters and in these is a golden fleece; 3-masted schooner; a miner's pick, gold separation cradle and water barrel; and
wheat sheaf, reverse, plain and concave behind shield. Extremely fine.
$100

2942*
Sydney Branch of the Royal Mint, established 1855, Queen Victoria medal in bronze (41mm) (C.V/7). Extremely fine
and scarce.
$500
2943
River Murray Steam Navigation Medal, 1853, in bronze (63mm) (cf C.1853/1), a 150th anniversary replica in case with
certificate; another being a plaster cast (78mm) of the obverse only, reverse impressed 'John M. Chapman/Australiana/
Collection', in unofficial box; Admella Medal, 1859, in bronze (50mm) (cf C.1859/1), being a replica medal in case with
certificate, case damaged. Uncirculated. (3)
$250
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2944*
Cessation of Transportation, 1853, bronze (58mm) by the Royal Mint, London (C.1853/2). In original fitted case, this
damaged, toned with traces of mint red, choice uncirculated and very scarce in this condition.
$1,500
A law for the Cessation of Transportation was passed by British Parliament and the news conveyed to Tasmania on 10 August 1853. A medal to
commemorate the event was produced by the Royal Mint in London and in 1855 a shipment of 9,000 white metal medals and 100 bronze medals was
received. The white metal issues were primarily distributed to school children in Tasmania and the bronze were awarded for services rendered in the 'antitransportation cause'.
In the South Australian Register, an Adelaide newspaper, on Wednesday 22 August 1855, page 3 it was reported that a 'medal to Commemorate the
Cessation of Transportation, several of the medals which have been struck to commemorate the cessation of transportation to the colony of Van Diemen's
Land, have been awarded by the Tasmanian Committees to persons in New South Wales who took an active part in the anti-transportation movement.
Amongst others, Mr. Cowper, M.LC., President of the Anti-Transportation League, Mr. Parkes, M.L.C., and Mr. Gilbert Wright, have received the medal,
which is of bronze, and is 2-1/4 inches in diameter.
On the obverse is the profile of Her Majesty, very neatly and firmly executed, and by no means an unfaithful likeness. The inscription on the obverse is
simply 'Victoria Queen, MDCCCLIII.' The reverse has the Australasian Arms, with the supporters, the kangaroo and the emu, and bears the inscription, '
Cessation of Transportation, 1853 - Tasmania founded 1803.' The design of the medal is remarkably chaste and neat, and its appearance is at once simple
and elegant. It is a tasteful memorial of the event it is designed to commemorate, and forms an appropriate recognition of the services of those who took
a foremost part in the movement which resulted in the cessation of transportation to Van Diemen's Land, and thus gave the death-blow to the convict
system in these colonies.'
It is significant that the reverse design of the medal, referred to above as the Australasian arms was the coat-of-arms adopted by Australia following
federation.

2945*
Cessation of Transportation, 1853, in white metal (58mm) by the Royal Mint, London (C.1853/2). In fitted box made
from a Stokes & Sons' box c1940s and includes pencil rubbing of medal with reference to Dr G H Abbot 4/8/41, some
contact marks on high points and two small dark spots in reverse field, otherwise mint bloom, uncirculated.
$250
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2946*
Comunn Na Feine Society (Scottish), (1860), in silver (51mm), obverse, the Society's arms featuring an aboriginal, reverse,
plain and inscribed, 'Tilting/1st Prize of/Comunn Na Feine/To/John Riddoch/Geelong/Jany 2d 1860'. Missing suspension,
scuffing on reverse, otherwise very fine/fine and rare.
$300
The Comunn Na Feine Society was the first Scottish society formed in the colony of Victoria being founded in December 1856. Its first highland gathering
was held in 1857 and attracted 5-6,000 people. The society was very involved in competitions for education, music, dancing and sporting activities.
A report of these Scottish Games held at Geelong, Victoria on 2 January 1860 stated that they lasted until sundown and except for one little 'scrimmage'
between two inebriates, the best order prevailed during the day. Competitions were held in Tilting (10 competitors and won by John Riddoch, as per
above medal, who took off 12 rings), Archery, Music, Dancing, Costume, Heavy Stone, Light Stone, Heavy Hammer, Light Hammer, Running High Leap,
Standing High Leap, Running Long Leap, Foot Race, Single Stitch, Aborigines Foot Race (won by Alexander, a Sydney native) and Spear-Throwing (won
by Dick of Geelong). Tilting, based on medieval jousting, is the sport of riding a horse and trying to hook a ring onto the rider's lance.

2947*
Turn Und Gesang Fest Melbourne, (Gymnastics & Music Festival), in silver (37mm), with suspension loop, reverse
inscribed, 'Erinnerung/24 Novr 1862' (in memory of 24 Novr 1862). Obverse with black stains and scratch, edge nick,
otherwise fine and scarce.
$100
This event at the Cremorne Gardens in Melbourne, Victoria was the first held in this quarter of the world by the Teutonic population. It was held on the
24th November 1862 and the following two days and it was attended by about 1,000-1,500 German colonists from Victoria, NSW and South Australia
with about 300 competing for prizes in gymnastics.
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2948*
Australasian Holy Catholic Guild of S. Mary and S. Joseph, 1863, in brass (55mm) (C.1863/1, this medal), with suspension
ring. Edge nicks and bumps, fine and scarce.
$100

part

2949*
Ancient Order of Foresters, presentation medal, (1865), in silver (50x67mm), with suspension ring and loop, with hallmark,
one side plain and the other side inscribed, 'Presented/To/H.G. Child. C.T./By The/Officers and Members of/Court Sydney
2001. AOF/for services rendered/May 29th 1865'; also medals to a relative, possibly a son, Protestant Alliance Friendly
Society of Australasia medals, one in silver (missing ribbon), reverse inscribed, 'Presented By/Grand Council/To/Bro. H.C.
Child/For Zeal/Introducing 6 Members/1913', another in gilt and enamel with Luther Cranmer Calvin Knox emblem on
ribbon, reverse inscribed, 'Presented to/Bro. H. Childs P.M./By/United Service Lge/No 92/1924'; another identical with
reverse inscribed, 'Presented to/Bro. H.C. Childs P.M./In Appreciation/by/Lodge No 92/June 1925', note errors in spelling
surname. Very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$100
H.G.Child was Chief Treasurer of the Sydney 2001 Branch (Court) of the Ancient Order of Foresters. He operated a furniture making business at 56
Parramatta Street (renamed George Street West in 1877 and formally renamed Broadway in 1934), Sydney. H.G.Child (Henry George Child) was born to
Thomas Bidwell Child, a convict, and Sarah (Sally) Hanks, a currency lass in the early 1820s. Bidwell was transported to Port Jackson in 1817. He obtained
a Ticket of Leave and ended up in Launceston where he was charged for further crimes and subsequently hanged in Murray Street, Hobart in 1827. After
her husband was hanged, Sarah returned to Sydney and married William Richard Green who taught her two sons cooperage and carpentry.
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2950*
Acclimatization Society of Victoria, in bronze (58mm) by J.S & A.B Wyon sc 1868 T.Landseer A.R.A. Adj in exergue
(C.1868/3), unnamed. A few small spots of oxidation, otherwise good extremely fine.
$300

part

2951*
Duke of Edinburgh Visit, Galatea, 1867, in white metal (47mm) (C.1867/2), pierced hole at top for suspension ring;
another identical but cast in bronze, no pierced hole. The first with a few small edge nicks, otherwise extremely fine with
some mint bloom, the second with edge bump and areas of oxidation, very good. (2)
$150
2952
Duke of Edinburgh Visit, Galatea, 1867-8, in white metal (47mm) (C.1867/2), pierced hole at top for suspension ring;
another for Visit to Tasmania in the Galatea, 1868, in white metal (47mm) (C.1868/1), pierced hole at top for suspension
ring. A few small edge nicks or bumps and a few small scratches, spotty toning on reverse of second medal, otherwise
very fine. (2)
$100

2953*
Duke of Edinburgh Visit, Galatea, 1867-8, in white metal (47mm) (C.1867/2), pierced hole at top for suspension ring. A
few edge nicks on reverse near suspension hole, otherwise extremely fine with some mint bloom.
$100
19

part

2954*
N.S.W. Rifle Association, 1873, in silver (30mm) (C.1873/6), by Sydney Mint; also The National Rifle Association 1860
bronze award medal (47mm), unnamed. Very fine. (2)
$120

2955*
John Reid & Sons Ld Tannery, 1873, presentation medal in leather (48mm). A few stains on obverse and a small dig on
reverse, otherwise extremely fine and scarce.
$100

2956*
William Branwhite Clarke Memorial Medal, The Royal Society of New South Wales, Sydney, 1878, in bronze (55mm), by
J.S. & A.B.Wyon, Royal Mint Sydney (C.1878/5). With some mint red, nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$150
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2957*
Orange Wesleyan Band Of Hope, The Young Australia, undated (c1880), in white metal (38mm) by Stokes & Martin,
pierced hole at top edge. A very rare temperance medal, extremely fine.
$750
The Band of Hope was a temperance organisation for working-class children. It was founded in Leeds, England in 1847. Members were enrolled from the
age of six, taking the pledge of abstinence and were taught the evils of drink. In the Band of Hope Journal and Australian Home Companion Saturday
11 September 1858, No 19, Vol III, p16 is written, 'Orange. A Band of Hope is about to be inaugurated in this township, under the superintendence
of Mr. O.A.Snow. We heartily wish it success. It is most gratifying to us to have to record the formation of so many new societies in various country
townships.'

2958
Congregation of the Children of Mary medals, (1880s-1940s), in silver (3), the first two with Sydney below the Virgin
Mary image, (30x35mm), named to 'Maggie Brown/St Vincents Convent/May 27th 1883', (31x37mm), 'Monica Irving/Dec
8" 1886', (28x31mm), 'Bessie Stuckey/31-5-27'; in bronze (3), all unnamed (33x38mm) and (29x33mm) (2); Miraculous
Medal 1830, obverse with Virgin Mary as per previous medals and reverse with St Patrick, in bronze (30x35mm); St Philip
Neri/Queen of Angels medal, in bronze (18x22mm), all medals have suspension rings. The third medal moisture affected,
otherwise very good - very fine. (8)
$100

2959*
Advance New South Wales, To Commemorate Departure of the N.S.W. Troops to Soudan, 1885, in silver (31x31mm)
(C.1885/11, this medal), with suspension ring, specially commissioned square framed edition with outer frame engraved,
obverse with kangaroo and emu, and reverse with special text. Extremely fine and very rare.
$1,000
Made for Mr Geo. McArthur - Maldon, 27 April 1894. Stokes Day Book, p205, records 6 Sil. Soudan Medals in square frame 25/- ea; 1 frame only
2/6d.
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2960
Commemoration of Departure of the N.S.W. Troops to Soudan, 1885, in gilt bronze (24mm) (C.1885/12), holed for
suspension ring; Sir W,J,Clarke, New Freemason's Hall Foundation Stone Laid, 1885, in silver (22mm) (C.1885/14), with
scroll suspender and clasp with pin bar at top, missing pin. Both with ribbons, the second ribbon poor, first medal with
edge bump on reverse, the second medal toned, otherwise extremely fine. (2)
$120

part

2961*
Queen Victoria Jubilee, Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, 1887, in white metal (39mm) (C.1887/11) (2); Queen
Victoria Jubilee, 1887, in white metal (39mm) (C.1887/22); Queen Victoria Jubilee, Advance Tasmania, 1887, in white metal
(32mm) (C.1887/26); Queen Victoria Jubilee, Anthony Hordern & Sons, 1887, in bronze (36x36mm), with suspension
lug. One of the first with hole pierced at left and right side of the head, the second last with pierced hole near top edge,
otherwise good - very fine, the first and last scarce. (5)
$100

2962*
Jubilee Ode, in commemoration of the Fiftieth Year of Her Majesty's Reign, by Henry Halloran, C.M.G., 1886, morocco
bound with gold blocked title, 8pp, an original print. Foxing and some pencilled figures in top margin of last page,
otherwise fine and rare.
$500
Henry Halloran was the son of Laurence Halloran who operated the Halloran School in Sydney. The Halloran School Medal awarded to Henry in 1824
is offered for sale in lot 3599. See also lot 3270.

2963
Australian Centenary, 1888, in bronze (51mm) (C. 1888/1), by Amor, edge inscribed, 'To Edward Childs. Macdonaldtown
Public School. Second Prize, for Proficiency and Good Conduct'. Small edge bump and edge nicks, otherwise traces of
mint red and very fine.
$100
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2964*
Australian Centenary, 1888, in bronze (51mm) (C.1888/1), by Amor, struck by the Royal Mint Sydney, edge inscribed,
'To William Ewing. Glebe Public School, Second Prize for Proficiency & Good Conduct'. Digs on rim and edge nicks,
otherwise very fine.
$100
2965
Australian Centenary, 1888, in gilt bronze (51mm) (C.1888/1), by Amor, edge inscribed, 'To Edith Hart St Peter's Public
School Second Prize for Proficiency and Good Conduct'. Edge bumps, gilding partly worn, patchy colour otherwise very
fine and very rare as a gilt issue.
$80
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 56 (lot 712).

2966*
Australian Centenary, 1888 in silver (51mm) (C.1888/1), by Amor, struck by the Royal Mint Sydney, edge inscribed, 'To
Leslie. W. Mogg Mudgee Public School. First Prize. For Proficiency and Good Conduct.' Hairlines and short scratch on
obverse, otherwise very fine.
$150

2967*
Australian Centenary, 1888, in bronze (51mm) (C.1888/1), by Amor, unnamed. Digs on obverse, otherwise nicely dark
toned and uncirculated.
$150
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part

2968*
Australia's Centennial, Melbourne Cup, 1888, in silver (16mm) (C.1888/12a); "Boy" Charlton Worlds Champion Distance
Swimmer, 1924, in aluminium and bronze (32mm) (C.1924/1) (2), the aluminium issue holed at top; Surf Life Saving Assn
of Aust Duke of York Surf Carnival, 1927, in silvered bronze (28mm) (C.1927/1), with suspension ring. The first damaged
with remnants of mounting on obverse, poor, the rest very fine. (4)
$130
The bronze medal ex O.C.Fleming Collection.

2969*
Centenary Universal Exhibition Sydney, 1888, in gilt bronze (39mm) (C.1888/6), by Evan Jones, unnamed. Very fine and
scarce.
$200

2970*
United Labour, The Grand National Demonstration, 1890, in white metal (39mm) (C.1890/5, this medal), pierced hole
for suspension ring. Struck slightly off centre, some mint bloom, extremely fine.
$100
2971
Women's Work Exhibition, Sydney, 1892, in bronze (39mm) (C.1892/3), by Amor, Sydney. A few small edge nicks,
otherwise extremely fine and scarce.
$100
2972
Installation of Sir W.J. Clarke as D.G.M. of Victoria, 1894, in gilt and enamel (38mm) (cf 1885/16), with suspension ring,
reverse plain; Installation of Sir W.J. Clarke Bart as D.G. Supt R.A.M. Victoria, 1887, in gilt (37mm), with suspension
ring, reverse plain (C.-). Very fine. (2)
$50
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2973*
Presentation medal, in silver (30x40mm), with suspender scroll, obverse inscribed, 'Presented/To/Weeks White, Esq/President
of the/E.B.Band/By/The Members', reverse inscribed, 'April 27 - 94' inside an engraved scroll. Good very fine.
$100
Mr Weeks White was proprietor of a bakery and an alderman on Newtown Council. Prior to his departure for an extended trip to Europe he was
honoured by a reception of the council held at Newtown Town Hall on Tuesday night 17 April 1894 and then in the evening of the following Saturday
by a gathering of no less than about 100 employees, bandsmen and a few young ladies and gentlemen who met at his bunting decorated Enmore bakery
for a send off function. On behalf of the employees of his Enmore and Waterloo bakery establishments he was presented with an illuminated address
by Mr Sharp, foreman of the Waterloo establishment. He was also presented with a badge and silver medal by Mr Palmer on behalf of members of the
Enterprise Brass Band in testimony of the support they had received from him since the band's formation. The function closed with a rendering of 'He's
a Jolly Good Fellow' and 'God Save the Queen'.
The Enterprise Brass Band had been formed by Weeks White in order to give his employees recreation and he had engaged Mr John Palmer of the Sydney
City Mission No.1 Brass Band to undertake conductorship. The band appeared for the first time in public in uniform on Wednesday 4 June 1890.

2974
Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee, 1897, in white metal (38mm) (C.1897/91); To Commemorate Their Majesties'
Coronation, Western Australia, 1911, in silvered bronze (31mm) (C.1911/23) (3) two with dot under T of Western on
reverse and the other with the dot nearly below E; Newtown Jubilee Commemoration Medal, 1912, in gilt bronze (31mm)
(C.1912/2); Commemorating First Crossing of Blue Mountains, 1913, in gilt bronze (23mm) (C.1913/2); also Great Britain,
Queen Victoria Golden Jubilee, 1887, in gilt bronze (30mm), with ribbon featuring crossed flags of Union Jack and the
Civil Ensign with crown (QVC) above; all medals with suspension rings, some with bars 'Fear God And' & 'Honor The
King'. Fine - nearly extremely fine. (7)
$70

2975*
Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee, Presbyterian Church of Queensland, 1897, in gilt bronze (35mm) (C.1897/97, this
medal), by A Parkes, unnamed. Nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$120
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2976*
Queensland Police Force, Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee bronze medal, 1897 (C.1897/101), unnamed. Traces of mint
red, uncirculated.
$500
Die by Robert Capner, struck by Stokes, Melbourne. Stokes' Day Book records state, 31 Jan 1898 - Bronze 450; 10 Feb 1898 - Silver 122; 7 Mar 1898
- Silver 260. Bronze cost nine pence each and silver cost three shillings each.

part

2977*
Australia's Commonwealth, Promote Federation & Prosperity, 1899, in gilt bronze (23mm) (C.1899/1); cardboard shield
shaped tag, 'Vote For The Federal Bill On Saturday Sept. 2, 1899 (second referendum on Federation); Australia Federated,
1901, in silver (23mm) (C.1901/5) brooch pin fitted to reverse; Opening of Federal Parliament by Duke and Duchess of
York, 1901, in white metal (39mm) and another similar in gilt bronze (38mm) (C.1901/42 & 43) (2); Confederation of
the Australian Commonwealth Union and Empire, 1901, in white metal (39mm) (C.1901/45), all medals with pierced
hole for suspension ring. Very fine - uncirculated. (6)
$100

2978
Good Luck to Australian Bushmens Contingent, 1900, in gilt bronze (23mm) (C.1900/21); Visit of the American Fleet to
Australia, 1908, in white metal (31mm) (C.1908/6); Patriotic Day Maryborough, 1915, in gilt bronze (23mm) (C.1915/15);
For King and Country, Gippsland Hospital Jubilee Year, 1916, in gilt bronze (31mm) (C.1916/3); Brendan Lane Mullins
Memorial Medal, founded 1917, in gilt bronze (39mm) (C.1917/7), issued by Australian Historical Society. The first four
with suspension rings and ribbons, very fine - uncirculated. (5)
$110
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2979*
Commonwealth Celebrations, Victoria, 1901, in gilt brass (28x52mm) (C.1901/10), with suspension ring on reverse. Very
fine.
$100

2980*
Commonwealth of Australia, Sydney, 1901, in bronze (38mm) (C.1901/14), unnamed. Small oxidation spot near reverse
edge, otherwise traces of mint red uncirculated.
$150

2981*
Establishment of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1901, in silvered bronze (43mm) (C.1901/39, this medal), by W.J.Amor,
Sydney. Very fine.
$100
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2982*
To Commemorate the Opening of the Federal Parliament, By Their R.H. The Duke and Duchess of York, 1901, in 9ct
gold (25.65g; 39mm) (C.1901/43), by A.H.Davis. Nicely toned, extremely fine.
$700
2983
Souvenir teaspoon, c1901, in sterling silver (94mm long), features Parliament Buildings in ladle, along the handle, Victoria,
and at the end, Empress Hotel building, all designs and details in relief. Small edge bump on ladle, otherwise very fine.
$50

2984*
Commonwealth of Australia, invitation to attend the Inaugural Celebrations at Sydney commencing on the 1st January
1901, certificate (265x175mm) block framed under glass in timber frame (320x260mm), named to 'The Braidwood Express
representatives'. Very fine.
$100
The Braidwood and Araluen Express was a newspaper published and circulating in Braidwood and Araluen areas of NSW between 1895-1904.

2985
Australian Celebrations for Coronation, Edward VII and Alexandra, 1902, in bronze (27x39mm) (C.1902/12); Coronation
Celebrations George VI, 1937, in gilt bronze (29mm) (C.1937/23); Elizabeth II Coronation, 1953, in white metal (31mm)
(C.1953/7b), with Sunraysia pin bar (name scratched on back of this); Royal Visit issues, 1954, includes (C.1954/2 [gilt],
9 [aluminium], 9a [gilded aluminium], 19 [gilded and enamel], 20 [bronzed plastic]) (5), number 19 is a medal issued by
RAOB and is inscribed on reverse, 'Bro/James/Woodrow K-O-M/Lodge Double Bay/No 54/1954'; Slovenian Association
Sydney medal, 30-3-1969, in gilt bronze and enamel (32mm) (C.1969/-); Royal Visit to New Zealand, the Historical Medal
Society of Australia & New Zealand, 1970, in bronze (38mm) (C.1970/58); all but the last holed for suspension or with
suspension lug and mostly with ribbons. Very fine - uncirculated. (10)
$70
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2986*
1st Australian Ladies Fire Brigade, fob medal in silver (27x32mm), hallmarked for Birmingham 1902, obverse, voided
design with central shield inscribed, 'N.C.M.A.', reverse inscribed, 'N.C.M.A.Farrell/Member/1st Australian/Ladies/Fire
Brigade/1903'. Fine and rare.
$200
This badge was worn on the left breast of uniform dress by young ladies of the 1st Australian Ladies Fire Brigade (the Maitland Amazons) which operated
in the NSW lower Hunter Valley town 1901-1903. It had about 10 members up to 15 years of age and at the time was the only Ladies Fire Brigade in the
Commonwealth and according to a letter from the Union Bureau of News in Philadelphia, USA, Maitland was the only town in the world with a ladies
fire brigade.
With research.

2987*
Patrick Francis Cardinal Moran, 50 Golden Years in the Priesthood, 1904, in bronze (51mm) (C.1904/5). With traces of
mint red, one small oxidation spot, uncirculated.
$150
2988
Education Department Western Australia, School Punctual Attendance medals, (1901-6), in silver (31mm) (4) named to
'Sydney Hill/1904', 'Jack Hill/1905', Elsie Wooler/1906', and 'Hetty Gray/1906'; another identical but in gilt bronze for
five years (gilt worn), named to 'Roy Earl/1901-1906'; also Trinity College of Music, London, in silver (29mm), reverse
inscribed, 'Sydney Centre/Award/Bethlehem/Ladies' College/Ashfield/Verse - Spkg. Choir./Preparatory/May 1939'. Very
good - good very fine.
$150
Elsie Wooler attended Princess May Girl's School, Fremantle.
Roy Earl attended Picton State High School. On presentation of his medal the principal stated that Roy, along with his sister Minnie, had not been absent
or unpunctual once in the last five years.
Roy Earl served in WWI. He was WIA at the Gallipoli Landing on 25 April 1915 with 11 battalion. He then transferred to 51 Battalion rising to the rank
of Captain. He was awarded the Military Cross for gallantry in May 1917 and then a Bar to the Military Cross in June 1918. He also served in WWII.
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2989*
London College of Music, award medal in silver (42mm), edge hallmarked for Birmingham 1907, maker J.A.R (J.A.Restall),
reverse inscribed, 'Stella/Ogilvie/For/Pianoforte Playing/Adv'd/Senior Section/June 1907'. In The London College of Music
case of J.A.Restall, nearly uncirculated.
$100
Miss Stella Ogilvie was a resident of Yatteyattah, a small community on the outskirts of Milton on the south coast of NSW. The London College of Music
examinations for June/July 1907 were conducted at the Wollongong Town Hall.

2990
Church of England Grammar School Melbourne, Jubilee, 1908, in bronze (53mm) (C.1908/2, this medal), by Stokes &
Sons, reverse inscribed, 'Hobby Exhibition/2nd Prize/Rigg Bros'; Pittwater House Preparatory School Official Opening of
Stage I, 1964, in aluminium (38mm) (C.1964/5); Cranbrook School Fiftieth Anniversary, 1968, in silver (51mm) (C.1968/1);
Pittwater House Grammar School New Classroom Block Opened, 1970, in bronze (51mm) (C.1970/57). The first in original
case of issue by Stokes & Son, much mint red, the second with some very minor edge nicks, otherwise uncirculated. (4)
$150

part

2991*
Visit of U.S.A. Naval Fleet to Australia, 1908, in gilt bronze (28x30mm) (C.1908/8, this medal), with Welcome brooch bar,
scratched on reverse, 'A.Simmons/Gowrie (?)'; another in gilt bronze (34x47mm) (C.1908/10, this medal), with original
ribbon and Welcome brooch bar (pin missing). Good very fine. (2)
$120
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2992*
Visit of U.S.A. Naval Fleet to Australia, 1908, in gilt brass (41x41mm) (C.1908/14), with Welcome brooch bar. Extremely
fine.
$120
Ex Noble Numismatics, Dr John M. Chapman Collection, Sale 88 (lot 1210).

2993*
Visit of U.S. Naval Fleet, 1908, in silvered brass (40x40mm) (C.1908/19), by Schwaabs & S. Co., Milwaukee, with lugs
on reverse (one missing). Good very fine.
$100

2994*
Visit of U.S. of A. Fleet, August, 1908, ID wallet in leather (86x57mm), with gold blocked details on cover. Fine and
rare.
$100
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2995
Public Schools Demonstration Sydney N.S.W, to the American Fleet on its Visit to Australia, Department of School Instruction
print on card paper of certificate (198x299mm) issued to school children who took part in the above demonstration at the
Sydney Cricket Ground on August 26th 1908, named to Coralie Nix(?) of Fort St Model Public School. Some light foxing
around edges and a few small paper splits at right edge, otherwise very fine.
$50
The demonstration on Wednesday 26 August 1908, the last function in connection with the visit of the American Fleet to Sydney, was reportedly a magnificent
spectacle witnessed by a crowd of more than 60,000 people. Over 8,000 boys and girls formed two immense tableaux, 'The Stars and Stripes' and 'The
Southern Cross' and behind these were spelled out the words, 'Hail Columbia'. Maypole dances were performed by gorgeously clad, small maidens to
rapturous applause and in the midst of this thousands of white pigeons were released.

2996*
Sydney Branch of the Royal Mint, established 1855, George V medal in silver (41mm) (C.G/4), edge inscribed, 'D.G.Stewart'.
Nicely toned, uncirculated and scarce.
$1,000

2997*
Sydney Branch of the Royal Mint, established 1855, George V medal in bronze (41mm) (C.G/4), edge inscribed, 'D.V.Morris'.
Nicely toned, nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$700

2998*
Appreciation medal, voided design in 9ct gold (8.19g; 29.5x30.5mm), pin back, raised shield in centre inscribed, 'S.C.H.',
reverse inscribed, 'Presented to/S.C.Hunt by/W.Gordon & Friends/for stopping/runaway turnout/27.2.12'. Safety chain
on reverse bottom edge broken, otherwise very good.
$200
A 'runaway turnout' is a runaway horse. Mr W. Gordon was the Handicapper at the South Australian Jockey Club and Mr S.C. Hunt was a racehorse
trainer.

2999
Fraternal societies, Protestant Alliance Friendly Society of Australasia medals, one in silver (missing ribbon), reverse
inscribed, 'Presented By/Grand Council/To/Bro. H.Sherman/For Zeal/Introducing 10 Members/1912', three others in gilt
and enamel, one missing ribbon and brooch suspender, all unnamed; RAOB Chief Primo medal, missing ribbon, reverse
inscribed, 'J.P.Hanagan'; Freemasons Hospital Melbourne, award medal in bronze (47mm), unnamed; Knights of the
Southern Cross medal in bronze (63mm), no ribbon and no enamel so maybe a trial strike, by Stokes, Melb. One of the
second three in case, very fine - uncirculated. (7)
$50
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3000*
Anzac in Eternal Remembrance, 1914-18, in bronze (60mm) by Dora Ohlfsen (C.1914-18/1, this medal). In case of issue
marked on lid 'ANZAC MEDAL', age damage to silk in lid lining, a few tone spots on medal, otherwise uncirculated.
$150

3001*
Dr Woodward Memorial, N.S.W. Railways & Tramways Ambulance Corps, (est.1908), in silver (44mm) (C.D/5), by
W.J.Amor, Sydney. In case of issue, this damaged, medal with a few very minor edge nicks, nicely toned, uncirculated.
$100

3002*
Dr Woodward Memorial, N.S.W. Railways & Tramways Ambulance Corps, (est.1908), (see C.D/5), plaster cast of medal's
obverse portrait (approx 165cm), with pierced hole on surround above the medal for wall hanging. Very fine.
$100
Ex Amor.
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3003*
France, Alliance Francaise, (1912), teacher's service award in silver (68mm), by Daniel Dupuis, obverse, female teacher
seated with student children around, reverse, open book with laurel branch behind, on the book is a panel inscribed, 'Mrs
Higginbotham/Sydney/1912'. In case of issue, closing latch needs adjustment, medal toned uncirculated.
$100
This medal was conferred by the Alliance Francaise of Paris to Madam Higginbotham in recognition of her valuable service to the Sydney Committee
during the President's absence in Europe. It was presented in November 1912 by a delegation of the Committee, namely the president, Mr P.Durieux, the
vice-president, Mr P.Lamerand and Mr B. Fandre.

3004*
The Assoc(iate)d Board of The Royal Academy of Music & The Royal College of Music, award medal (1915), in
silver (39mm), by Pinches, reverse inscribed, 'Awarded To/Vera Cree/Second Highest Marks "eq"/Singing/Local/Centre
Examinations/N.S.W 1915.' Toned, good very fine.
$100
On Wednesday 9 August 1916 a crowded gathering of ladies in the drawing room of the Hotel Australia supported and were entertained by Miss Vera
Cree, who was awarded the only vocal scholarship granted in 1916 by the Associated Board R.A.M and R.C.M. for NSW. A donation was made to
support her residency in London and a concert was arranged to be held at the Sydney Town Hall on 12 October to raise additional funds for her stay in
London while studying.

3005*
Victoria College of Music, award medal (1916), in bronze (38mm), reverse inscribed, 'Awarded To/Gladys Fletcher/For/
Pianoforte Playing/Intermediate Grade/Chippenham Centre/Feby 1916'. In case of issue, toned, virtually uncirculated.
$50
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3006*
Prince of Wales Royal Visit to City of Sydney, 1920, in bronze (51mm) (C.1920/1), by Amor. Nicely toned,
uncirculated.
$200
3007
Goulburn Centenary, 1920, badge in gilt bronze and enamel (22mm) (C./-), with suspension ring; Sydney Harbour Bridge
Opened, 1932, in bronze (39mm) (C.1932/3), also others in bronze silvered and gilded, all uniface reproductions by
Rosenfeld at King's Cross, each numbered on reverse, '2956'; Royal Hobart Centenary Regatta, 1938, in tombac silvered
(36mm) (C.1938/12), with suspension ring; Newcastle Hospital Blood for Life, Andor Meszaros 1948, in bronze (63mm)
(C.1948/5), reverse inscribed, 'G. Keiffer'; Numismatic Association of Victoria, Australia's First Copper Token Issued in
1849, 1949, in silver antique finished bronze (42mm) (C.1949/5); also T. Stokes copy of an 1855 trade token made into
cufflink, in bronze (25mm), (bracket missing from reverse), Australian Whitty & Brown, Sydney penny tokens (A.624 and
627) (similar in style to C.1868/2, see author's note). The second in unofficial case, very good - uncirculated. (11)
$80

3008*
Australia 1920, award medal in bronze (51mm), by Amor. Fingerprint on reverse, otherwise uncirculated.
$150
3009
J.Tscherne sample card of medals, includes, Municipality of Hamilton Jubilee, 1921, in bronze (25mm) (C.1921/6), by
Amor; S.C.G.S. Memorial Ground, 1923-24, in copper (23mm) (C.1923-4/1, no illustration), by Amor; Sydney University
War Memorial, 1928, in silver (23mm) (C.S/12), by Amor; other sample rough sketches of obverses and reverses of medals
by J.Tscherne, all on card marked Sample 1 through to 5; also another sample of a religious medal in gilt, by W.P.O. Ltd,
Belfast, made in England, attached to a separate sample card. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (4 + 3 sketches)
$150
This card of samples was presented to Les Carlisle by a representative of St John's Sunday School at Parramatta in 1988. The card was left with them
many years ago by Mr J.Tscherne when he was seeking orders from St John's.
J.Tscherne was a medallist, die sinker and engraver for medals, badges, trophies and jewellers' dies. He also produced soap, biscuit, lolly and tin dies as well
as monograms, crests, arms, companies' seals, door and picture frame rollers, brass plates, stencil plates, dies for embossed advertising cards, Christmas
and embossed leather work, gold blocking and photo mounts. He operated out of premises in Malcolm Lane (off George Street), Sydney.
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3010*
Rt. Hon. W.P.McElhone MBE, Lord Mayor of Sydney, 1922, uniface lead filled copper electrotype (87mm). Very fine.
$80
See also lots 3056 and 3862 for medal and badge to his brother Arthur McElhone, also a Lord Mayor of Sydney

3011*
11th Annual Australian Y.M.C.A. Tournaments, Newcastle, 1924, award medal in bronze (64mm) (C.1924/12), by Angus
& Coote, reverse inscribed, 'J.B.Sutcliffe,/Chess'. Scuffing on reverse, otherwise extremely fine/very fine.
$80
This was the first Australian Annual YMCA Tournament to be held outside a capital city. The previous tournament was held at Sydney in 1922, due to
bad circumstances none was held in 1923. The delegates to the tournament were representing from Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, Ballarat and
Newcastle and camped at Newcastle Showground. The tournament started on Saturday 19 April 1924 and finished on the following Friday. J.B.Sutcliffe
was a representative from Melbourne.

3012
American Fleet tinnie, 1925, crossed USA and Australian flags; Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress of Sydney invitation to
Miss Maguire to meet Admirals and Officers of the United States Fleet at a ball at the Sydney Town Hall on 27 July 1925;
brown leather purse and on cover is gold blocked the City of Sydney arms; Royal Shipwreck Relief and Humane Society
of N.S.W. 47th Annual Meeting colour printed programme for meeting at Sydney Town Hall on 15 September 1924,
together with photocopy of medal presentation details for 1883. The invitation with small edge tear and some foxing,
fine - very fine. (5)
$50
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3013*
Bert Hinkler Airman, London to Darwin XVI Days, 1928, in bronze (51mm) (C.1928/1), by Stokes Melb. Very small edge
bump on reverse and small oxidation spot on obverse, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$100

3014
F.T.Wimble & Co Ltd Diamond Jubilee, 1928, in gilt bronze (31x21mm) (C.1928/2); Municipality of Annandale, Australia's
150th Anniversary, 1938, badge in gilt bronze and enamel (34x35mm) (C.1938/19), by Millers Ltd; Regional Missionary
and Eucharistic Congress, Newcastle N.S.W., 1938, in bronze and enamel (25x48mm) (C.1938/20), by Denis A. Bergin
Catholic Stores; Eleventh Australian Bowling Carnival N.S.W., 1938, in gilt bronze and enamel (34x33mm) (C./-), by
Millers Ltd. The first with oxidation in top angle, otherwise very fine, the second extremely fine, the third with damage to
pin clip, very fine, the last uncirculated. (4)
$90

part

3015*
29th International Eucharistic Congress Sydney, 1928, in silver (40mm) (C.1928/3), W.J.A. on truncation of bust and in
exergue on reverse, Amor; another identical but in silvered bronze; another identical in silvered bronze but without W.J.A.
on truncation of bust and with Amor, Sydney below bust on obverse and without Amor in exergue on reverse. Good very
fine - extremely fine. (3)
$100
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3016*
Amor Ltd representative's specimen box of medals, c1938, some marked SPECIMEN on edge, includes 29th International
Congress, 1928, in silvered bronze (40mm) (C.1928/3); Littlejohn Memorial Award, undated (c1935), in silvered bronze
(89mm); Hardy Memorial Medal (Sydney Technical College), 1872-1936, in bronze (51mm); R.W.Chapman Medal
(Institution of Engineers Australia), undated (c1936), in bronze (51mm); Amor 50th Anniversary, 1938, in silvered bronze
(39mm) (C.1938/1); Australia's 150th Anniversary, 1938 Youth Carries On, in bronze (29mm) (C.1938/5) (2); Australia's
150th Anniversary Landing at Sydney Cove, 1938, in silvered bronze (57mm) (C.1938/7); Australia's 150th Anniversary
Commemorative Salon of Photography, 1938, in silvered bronze (64mm) (C.1938/8); Australia's 150th Anniversary
Philatelic Exhibition, 1938, in bronze (32x44mm) (C.1938/11); Australia's 150th Anniversary, 1938, in silvered bronze
(51mm) (C.1938/17); also thin sample strike of obverse portrait for Dr Woodward Memorial medal, undated, in bronze
(45mm), (see C.D/5). In fitted, hinged-lid plush case, foxing on lid lining, medals uncirculated. (12)
$850
Littlejohn Medal - only 3 specimen issues known in Museum Victoria Collections - rare.
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3017*
The Herald and Allied Publications Melbourne, 1928, in form of a paperweight (87x55mm) (C.1928/6), with four short
half-ball legs. In box of issue, fingerprint at top right corner, otherwise toned and virtually uncirculated.
$100

3018*
Centenary of Western Australia, Award Medal for Increasing Primary Production, 1929, in silver (51mm) (C.1929/1), by
Perth Mint. Nearly uncirculated.
$200

3019
Centenary of Western Australia, 1929, in silver, bronze and copper (39mm) (C,1929/2), the silver and the copper issues
with original envelope of issue. The first with hairlines, the last with uneven toning, otherwise extremely fine - uncirculated.
(3)
$60
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3020*
Dancing prize fob medals, both with suspension rings, the first in 9ct gold (5.7g; 26x35mm), a shaped shield with central
disc overlaid on an X, this disc inscribed with initials, 'MM', reverse inscribed, '1st Prize/Dancing/Myrle Menzies/Age 4
Years/1.5.31'; the second in 15ct gold (3.7g; 24x32.5mm), a voided shield design with a small central shield inscribed with
initials, 'MM', the reverse inscribed, '1st Prize/Dancing/Myrtle (sic) Menzies/Age 4 Years/20.6.31', both fitted to short
neck chain in 9ct gold (approx 2g). The chain with broken clasp, otherwise very fine. (3)
$350
Myrle Menzies of Bondi was being trained in aerobatic dancing.

part

3021*
Freemasons Hospital of Victoria, undated, in silvered bronze, type with standing figure at left and motto, 'Amicus Humani
Generis', with brooch suspender bar marked, 'Life Governor', reverse inscribed, 'T.H.Taylor'; another identical design but
smaller and in enamel and silvered bronze, with brooch suspender bar marked, 'Life Governor/Freemason Hospital/Of
Victoria, reverse inscribed, 'W.H.Langley.'; Darling River R.A.Chapter No.671 mark degree jewel, 26.10'32; another for
Campbelltown R.A.Chapter 528, undated; trio of miniatures mounted on silver bar, one missing, includes Masonic Mark
jewel and Royal Arch Chapter Companion jewel; various types of Masonic Mark pennies (6). With one maker's case, fine
- extremely fine. (10 + miniatures)
$70
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3022*
Presented by Olympic Tyres, (1933), in silver (38x48mm; 74.9g) (C.P/3), by Stokes. Good very fine.
$100
Presented by Sir Frank Beaurepaire on occasion of opening the Olympic Tyre Company in 1933.

3023*
Melbourne Centenary Royal Show, 1934, in silvered bronze (54mm) (C.1934/6, this medal), by Stokes, unnamed. A few
small edge nicks, otherwise very fine/good very fine.
$100

3024*
Victoria Melbourne Centenary Celebrations, 1934, in bronze (64mm) (C.1934/9), designed by G.Rayner Hoff. Some spotty
toning and a spot of oxidation on reverse, otherwise extremely fine.
$100
3025
Centenary Victoria Melbourne, 1934-1935, in bronze (38x51mm) and another (38mm) (C.1934-35/5, 6), both by Stokes.
The first with some scuffing on reverse, otherwise good very fine, the second cleaned and retoning, otherwise nearly
extremely fine. (2)
$100
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3026*
Sydney Savage Club, 'Koora Na Boon', pin back name badge pressed in polished bronze plate (oval 72x98mm), by Angus
& Coote/Syd, features aboriginal corroboree scene and below an enamelled strip and the name, 'Will Andrade'; also a lapel
pin for CH.CH (Christchurch, New Zealand) Savage Club, appears to be in silver. The first with a few chips in enamelled
naming area, otherwise both extremely fine. (2)
$150
The Sydney Savage Club, formed in 1934, was based on the Savage Club in London. The name is derived from Richard Savage (1697-1743), the English
poet. It has social and cultural objects and its meetings were called corroborees. Its logo was Koora Na Boon, which was also the name of its journal.
It operates today with the aim of sponsoring multiple events in the City of Sydney Eisteddfod and providing encouragement to young performers in the
fields of music, arts and theatre.
Will Andrade was a prominent publisher and book store owner in Sydney and Melbourne and he also owned a successful Magic Department business.
He was a political radical and published the first Australian translated editions of several of Lenin's works. He died in 1939 after a surfing accident at
South Steyne beach.
See lot 3059.

3027*
Vacuum Oil Company, Fortieth Anniversary, 1935, in silvered bronze (69mm) by Stokes & Sons (C.1935/7). In original
case, this with some damage, medal uncirculated.
$100
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part

3028*
Grenfell Diamond Jubilee, 1936, in bronze (27.5x23mm), unfinished enamel pin by Amor; Wollondilly Shire Council,
Picton, (c1990), in bronze (28mm); District Council of Port Broughton Centenary, 1992, in gilt bronze (30x36mm), with
scroll suspender, by Olson, Adelaide (note: Mintage 225 in gilt, 25 in bronze); Shire of Wycheproof Centenary, 1994, in gilt
bronze (30mm); Barraba, Australia, One Barrabian Guinea, 1995/2001, in silvered bronze (32mm); Government of New
South Wales, Australia, undated, in bronze (26x31mm), with suspension ring; Decision Maker Yes/No, Nichol International
P/L, undated, in bronze (35.5mm); Tasmania, No Dam/Go Dam, undated, in silvered bronze (36mm), by Nichol; Victoria
Savings and Loan Society, undated, in gilt bronze (35mm), by Bertram; Hopwood's Punt Echuca, One Penny 1857 and
Bridge Hotel 1858, undated, in copper (31mm), by Brim, Melb. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (10)
$100
3029
Coronation of George VI, Western Australia, 1937, maker's test strike in silvered for reverse, struck on dished metal
(C.1937/17), the obverse legend is visible on the outer edge of the metal dish. Toned, otherwise uncirculated and scarce.
$50

3030*
Coronation of George VI, South Australia, 1937, maker's test strikes in silvered metal (C.1937/18), (3) one struck with
obverse only and without collar (28mm); another obverse only struck onto larger planchet (31mm), reverse concave; another
obverse only struck oversize (30mm) on larger planchet (32mm), reverse concave. Toned uncirculated and scarce. (3)
$150

3031*
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth Crowned May 12 1937, The Three Kings of 1936, issued 1937, in silver (51mm)
(C.1937/21), by Amor Sydney. Uncirculated.
$350
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3032*
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth Crowned May 12 1937, The Three Kings of 1936, issued 1937, in bronze (51mm)
(C.1937/21), by Amor Sydney. Uncirculated.
$200

3033*
St James Cab driver's badge, in gilt and enamel (44x50mm), by G.A.Miller & Sons, with securing lugs on reverse; also
taxicab driver's coat button, in nickel, by Stokes & Sons, Melb., both the property of Driver Hiscox, c1930s. Good very
fine. (2)
$100
St James Cab Service Co-operative Ltd operated in Sydney starting in about 1930.

3034
Fiftieth Anniversary Amor, 1938, in silver, also in silvered bronze (2) (all 39mm) (C.1938/1), the last holed at top for
suspension ring and ribbon. The first uncirculated, the second with a few tone spots, otherwise nearly uncirculated, the
last very fine. (3)
$80

3035*
Australia's 150th Anniversary, 1938, in bronze (29mm) (C.1938/5), maker's test strikes for obverse and reverse, both on
dished metal, the obverse convex (36mm), the reverse concave (33mm). With much mint red, uncirculated. (2 pieces)
$100
3036
Australia's 150th Anniversary, 1938, in bronze (29mm) (C.1938/5) (3); another in silvered bronze (57mm) (C.1938/7);
Commonwealth Jubilee Celebrations, 1951, in bronze (36x68mm) (C.1951/1); also Commonwealth Jubilee Celebrations,
Loyalty Despatch Cycle Courier, 1951, impressed aluminium tag (130x25mm), featuring Australian coat of arms. Very
fine - uncirculated. (6)
$100
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3037*
Australia's 150th Anniversary, 1938, appears to be silver (57mm) (C.1938/7), sealed in a small, black timber stand marked
in gold lettering, 'Government House/Sydney' and with crowned monogram initials WM at left and crowned initial W at
right. Stand very fine, medal uncirculated.
$150

part

3038*
Australia's 150th Anniversary, 1938, in silvered bronze (57mm) (C.1938/7), by Amor, unnamed; Jubilee of the
Commonwealth of Australia, 1951, in silvered bronze (63mm) (C.1951/7, this medal), by Amor, reverse inscribed, 'Harald.
A.Bowden. M.B.E.' Both in cases of issue, extremely fine. (2)
$250
The first with a handwritten note to indicate that it was acquired from the daughter of Harald Bowden. In the awarding of the MBE as recorded below, it
reveals that Mr Bowden was very much involved in events that were staged during the 150th Anniversary celebrations.
Harald Bowden, was born in Sydney about 1886. He became an actor in 1905 and had an association with J.C.Williamson Ltd (was their New York
agent 1924-34), and later became manager and a director of the company. In 1938 he was one of the operators of the Criterion Theatre, which is one of
the many names that North Sydney's Independent Theatre, Sydney's oldest continually running 'live' theatre, has operated under. As well as an MBE, Mr
Bowden was also a recipient of a King George VI Coronation Medal in 1937. He died in Sydney on 23 August 1970.
Harald Arthur Bowden was awarded an MBE (Civil Division) for services in connection with patriotic movements in the State of New South Wales and as
Chairman of the 'Pageant of Nations' Committee, Australia's 150th Anniversary Celebrations. (London Gazette Supplement 9 June 1938, p3702)
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3039*
Australia's 150th Anniversary, large plaster cast (215mm) of the obverse design of the official medal issued to commemorate
this event featuring the bust of Captain Arthur Phillip to the left (C.1938/7). Extremely fine.
$250

3040*
Australia's 150th Anniversary Philatelic Exhibition Sydney, 1938, in bronze (32x44mm) (C.1938/11), bottom edge
impressed, 'Amor', bottom of reverse impressed, 'Specimen Only'. Uncirculated.
$90

part

3041*
Australia's 150th Anniversary, 1938, in silver (72.1g), and another in silvered bronze (both 51mm) (C.1938/17), by Amor,
the first with edge impressed, 'W.T.McClelland'. The first in case and the second in box, both by Amor, the first with foxing
on lid lining, medals uncirculated. (2)
$250
W.T.McClelland appears to be a one-legged golfer who was on the committee of the War Service Competition staged at Elanora Golf Club in 1938. He
also was a member of the Millions Club at the Australian Golf Club, Kensington, NSW.
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3042*
Victorian Catholic Centenary Celebrations, 1939, in bronze (57mm) (C.1939/1), by Stokes Melb. Very fine/good very
fine.
$90

3043*
The Prudential Assurance Company Limited, Prudential Building Sydney Opened, 1939, in silver (64mm) (C.1939/4, this
medal), by Amor, edge impressed, 'Sir George Barstow, K.C.B., LL.D., Deputy Chairman of Directors'. In Amor Ltd case
of issue, toned uncirculated and scarce.
$350
Sir George Lewis Barstow KCB, was born in India in 1874 and was educated at Clifton College and Emmanuel College, Cambridge, England. In 1898 he
started work as a civil servant in HM Treasury and in 1909 was appointed principal clerk and then Assistant Secretary. He was appointed Companion of
the Order of the Bath (CB) in 1914 and in 1919 was appointed Controller of Supply Services at the Treasury. He was appointed Knight Commander of the
Order of the Bath (KCB) in 1920. In 1927 he was on the management body of Anglo-Persian Oil Company as government director, holding this position
until 1946. He was a director of Midland Bank and was also on the board of the Prudential Assurance Company, becoming deputy chairman and then
elected chairman in 1941 retaining this position until 1953. Barstow also took a special interest in the church and higher education. He was a governor
of Christ College, Brecon, Wales and President of University College Swansea, also in Wales, from 1929-1955, the university awarding him an honorary
LL.D (Doctor of Laws) in 1937. He died at his beautiful and historic home, Chapel House, in Builth Wells, Wales on 29 January 1966.

3044*
Pope Pius XI In Memoriam, Australia Mourns, 1939, in silvered bronze (40mm) (C.1939/6), by Amor, with suspension
ring. Uncirculated.
$120
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3045
School of Social Science, Henry George Centenary, 1939, in gilt and enamel (23mm), unnamed; The Pharmaceutical Society
of Victoria, (Inst'd 1857), in gilt bronze (27mm), unnamed; The Royal Children's Hospital, in bronze (57mm), unnamed;
Hooker Centenary 1978 Spring Festival, Bronze Award (51mm), holed for suspension loop, unnamed; fob medal (KC),
in bronze (25x36mm), by Pitcher Melb, unnamed; CSSA (?) membership badge (KC), in bronze (22x27mm oval), reverse
inscribed, 'R.Lacy/2582'. Very fine - uncirculated. (6)
$80
The Hooker Centenary was a building project in the Jindalee area of Queensland. In conjunction with the project there was a Hooker Centenary Garden
Competition.

3046*
Australia Will Go On Until The End, 1940, in copper (57mm) by Amor (C.1940/1, this medal). Spotty toning and some
oxidation, otherwise good very fine and scarce.
$150

3047
Medallions mounted on stands, includes, Victorian Golf Association, War medallion, c1940, in bronze (57mm), by Amor
(C.V/8); Inter-Dominion Pacing Grand Championship Grand Circuit, Harold Park, 1952, in bronze (55mm), by Angus
& Coote (C.1952/2); Captain Cook Bi-Centenary Celebrations, 1970, in bronze (57mm) (C.1970/39); Indian Pacific
Inauguration, 1970, in bronze (57mm) (C.1970/50); Bicentenary of New South Wales, 1988, in bronze (57mm), by Amor
(C/Bicenty.18); N.S.W.G.R. 47 Years' Service Medal, in bronze (51mm), reverse inscribed, 'Miss I.V. Cox'. Extremely fine
- uncirculated. (6)
$250

3048
Victorian Golf Association War Medallion, (1940), in bronze (57mm) (C.V/8, this medal), with two screw holes in bottom
edge for securing to brass stand (included), edge inscribed, 'Won By C.E.Rashleigh 1940'; V.F.L. Park a New Era, 1976, in
bronze (51mm) (C.1976/29); Centenary of First Test Match England v Australia, 1980, in copper (45mm) (C.1980/26);
50 Years in Australian Football Jack Dyer, 1981, in bronze (51mm) (C.1981/27); ANS Brisbane, XII Commonwealth
Games Brisbane, 1982, in bronze (50mm) (C.1982/10); Surf Life Saving Association of Australia 75th Anniversary, 1982,
in bronze (50mm) (C.1982/22); National Penny Farthing Championships Evandale, 1986, in bronze (51mm) (C.1986/76);
The First Australian Masters Games Tasmania, 1987, in bronze (50mm) (C.1987/27). The first with spotting, otherwise
extremely fine, the rest uncirculated. (8)
$130

3049
Glenella State School, Diamond Jubilee, 1939, lapel badge in silvered bronze (Amor Die No.C.750); Scotch College
Melbourne, hat badge (c1940s), in silver, by Stokes & Sons Melb, reverse with impressed number 638; Scotch College
(Victoria) Cadets hat badge (2, one in gilt bronze and one in gilt and enamel), both by Stokes; Presbyterian Ladies' College
Sydney, hat badge (2), one in silver by Angus & Coote, missing brooch pin fitting, the other in nickel and enamel (some
missing), by Perfection; Wilston State School Memorial Library, lapel badge in bronze; Portland Primary School No.489,
1856-2006, commemorative medal in cupro nickel (48mm), with suspension wreath. Fine - uncirculated. (8)
$100
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3050*
Australia Will Go On To The End, (1940), in silvered bronze (57mm) (C.A/18) (see C.1940/1 [lot 3046]), at base of obverse,
'Struck by Amor/Medallists And/Badge Makers/Australia'. Rim bump at 3 0'clock, otherwise good very fine.
$150
3051
Democracy Honors a Great Leader, Josef Stalin, c1940, in bronze (58x73mm) (C.D/6), by Amor Pty Ltd, two holes on
bottom edge to mount on stand; another but reverse design only (C.D/6a). The first with edge nicks, dark toning and some
areas of oxidation, very fine, the second with scuffing on plain side, otherwise extremely fine. (2)
$150

3052*
Democracy Honors a Great Leader, Josef Stalin, c1940, in bronze (58x73mm) (C.D/6), by Amor Pty Ltd. Uncirculated.
$150

3053*
N.S.W. Association of Change Ringers, (c1940), hand made badge in silver (32x24mm), voided design featuring a swinging
bell, with lapel lug on reverse and number 23. Extremely fine and rare.
$100
This badge was produced in c1940 for the N.S.W. Association of Change Ringers. Approximately 40 badges were handmade by a Sydney jeweller. On 28
September 1978 this badge was given to Les Carlisle by Mr Ralph Joyner, a bell ringer at St Mark's Church Darling Point in Sydney, the church where Les
and Margaret Carlisle were married in 1952. This association was renamed in 1962 along with the inclusion of ringers from other Australian states and
New Zealand to form the Australian and New Zealand Association of Bellringers. The bellringers are responsible for the co-ordination of English-style
'full circle ringing' namely change ringing, and method ringing in bell towers with a peal of bells.
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part

3054*
Amor lead pulls, c1940s, includes a wide variety some of which include, badges for government including police, merchant
marine, Army Signaller, RAAF LAC, various schools, sporting clubs, associations, commercial products (e.g. Charles Hope
Cold Flame refrigerator); a range of ferry tokens; Buffalo Lodge and Masonic Lodge items including medals; various others.
Stored in a green coin album, extremely fine. (approx 200)
$2,000

3055*
Centenary of Incorporation of City of Melbourne Council, 1942, listed as in silvered bronze but appears to be silver (58mm;
115g) (C.1942/1, this medal), by Angus & Coote. Toned, extremely fine.
$300
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3056*
Centenary of the Declaration of the Town of Sydney as a City, 1942, in silvered bronze (58mm) (C.1942/2), by Angus &
Coote, edge inscribed, 'Alderman Arthur McElhone. Alderman for 40 years for Fitzroy Ward 10.6.42.' Some small edge
nicks, otherwise extremely fine.
$300
See also lot 3862 and lot 3010 for electrotype medal for his brother William Percy McElhone, also a Lord Mayor of Sydney.

3057*
Golden Jubilee commemorative, 1948, a handcrafted silver cross (23x30mm), with suspension ring, with gold oval centre
piece inscribed with a shield featuring a small cross, reverse inscribed, 'Golden Jubilee/Sister M.Stanislaus/16th April 1898
- 1948'. Fine and scarce commemorative to a nun.
$50
In April 1898 at the chapel of the Bendigo convent, Miss S. Coughlin (in religion Sister Mary Stanislaus) was received into the convent at a ceremony
performed by the Most Rev. Dr. Reville O.S.A. Coadjutor Bishop of Sandhurst.

part

3058*
Newcastle Hospital blood donor badge, (c1948), in bronze (26mm), by Andor Meszaros, (see C.1948/5), one with lapel
lug, no maker's name, engraved number at bottom, 619; one pin back, by Stokes/& Sons, impressed number at top, 2754;
one with lapel lug, by J.Pinches/London, impressed number at bottom, 3584. Extremely fine. (3)
$50
These badges, created in 1948, were awarded by Royal Newcastle Hospital (closed in 2007) to blood donors after three years of blood donations.
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3059*
Magician badges, includes Wizards Magicians Club; David Jones Junior Magical Club; International Brotherhood of
Magicians; tinnie for Member of the ETA Magicians Club and various other badges, and a host of magician related tokens
and modified coins as well as a range of other coins, mostly Australian, and a belt made from Great Britain farthings,
halfpennies and pennies, mostly Queen Victoria issues, with a list of coin donors made by Mrs Will Andrade. Poor uncirculated. (100+)
$200
All formerly the property of Harry Job, magician, who was born in Parkes, NSW in 1909. Harry became interested in magic when the family moved to
Sydney in 1916 and by the 1930s he was an accomplished magician and manager of Andrade's Magic Department, which had been established by Will
Andrade a decade earlier. Following a fatal accident to Will Andrade in 1939, Harry took over the business and the name Will Andrade. In World War II,
he entertained troops at camp concerts and in hospitals. He was also with the British Commonwealth Occupation Forces Unit (BCOF) in Japan in 1948
and was the magician in 'Myles of Smiles' concert party that toured Japan at war's end. Harry Job died in 1996.
Will Andrade had bookstores in Melbourne and at 173 Pitt Street, Sydney.
See also lot 3026.

3060
Commonwealth Jubilee Celebrations, 1951, in bronze (36x68mm) (C.1951/1), by Denham, Neal & Treloar (3), one on
red ribbon with suspender 'Queensland', another on a green ribbon with suspender 'Tasmania', and another on a light
blue ribbon with suspender 'Participant'. All with some scuffing or spotty toning, very fine. (3)
$100
3061
Centenary of the Government of Victoria, 1951, in bronze (64mm) by A.Meszaros (C.1951/3), unnamed; Ku-ring-gai
Municipal Council Jubilee, 1956, in silvered bronze (38mm) (C.1956/4). The first with scuffing on reverse, very fine extremely fine. (2)
$90

3062*
Centenary of the Government of Victoria, 1951, in bronze (64mm) by A.Meszaros (C.1951/3), unnamed. In original case
of issue with certificate, uncirculated.
$100
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3063*
Centenary of the Government Of Victoria, 1951, award in bronze (55mm) by Andor Meszaros (C.1951/4), unnamed. In
case of issue by maker, K.G.Luke, toned uncirculated.
$100

3064*
Jubilee of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1951, presentation medal in bronze (63mm) (C.1951/7), by Amor, inscribed on
reverse with illegible text, perhaps a trial run, 'Hon Sir (and then various upright and angled strokes)'. A few tone spots,
otherwise extremely fine and scarce.
$100

3065*
Separation 1851 Federation 1901, c1951, in bronze (58mm) (C.S/2), by A.Meszaros, minted by Pinches for Numismatic
Association of Victoria. Uncirculated.
$100
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3066*
Royal Geographical Society of Australasia, Queensland, (1951), in 18ct gold (45.3g; 45mm) (C.1885/7), by Allan Wyon,
a later striking by A.J.Parkes, edge inscribed, 'Chas A. Fitz-Gerald F.R.G.S.A. 7-5-1951'. In official case, uncirculated and
rare.
$2,000

3067
Royal Geographical Society of Australasia, Queensland, (1951), in bronze (45mm) (C.1885/7), by Allan Wyon, a later
striking by A.J.Parkes. Uncirculated.
$50

3068*
Coronation of Elizabeth II, 1953, presentation medal in gilt bronze (58mm) (C.1953/1a), by K.G.Luke, unnamed. Toned
uncirculated.
$100

3069
Tasmania Celebrates the 150th Anniversary of British Settlement, 1953-54, in silvered bronze (69mm), (C.1953-54/1, this
medal), by Stokes Melb. In case of issue, some hairlines and toning, extremely fine.
$70
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3070*
Preston Motors Pty Ltd, 25 Years Association With General Motors Holdens Ltd, in silvered bronze (76mm) (C.1955/5);
To Commemorate Opening of First Stage of Ord River Irrigation Project, 1963, in bronze (37mm) (C.1963/12); Cloncurry
Centenary set of two, 1967, in bronze (both 57mm) (C.1967/4 & 5) (2). With packs or cases of issue, uncirculated. (4)
$120

part

3071*
2nd Eesti Paevad Melbourne, 1955 (Australian Estonian Festival), in bronze (23mm), uniface (C.unlisted); Lithuanians
in Australia, undated, in gilt (31mm) with suspension loop, unnamed; Maurice Bernard Keain, (Numismatic Society of
South Australia), (c1995), award medal in bronze (51mm), unnamed; The Royal Australian Chemical Institute, Analytical
Chemical Divison, undated, in bronze (57mm); athletics prize medal, undated, in silvered bronze (48mm), by K.G.Luke; also
Citizen's Life Assurance Company Ltd, The Fight For The Million, 1898, in bronze (25mm), inscribed to, 'Mr W.J.C.Ward'.
The last poor, otherwise good very fine - uncirculated. (6)
$100

3072
Stokes & Sons Pty Ltd 100 Years Progress, Melbourne, 1956, in bronze (58mm), three varieties (C.1956/9, 9a, 9b), by Stokes
& Sons. The first and last with spotty discolouration on obverse caused by reaction to glue in original cases, otherwise as
issued, the second in case of issue, uncirculated. (3)
$100
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3073*
International Federation of Amateur Swimming (FINA), (1956), in bronze (60mm) (C.1956/12, this medal), reverse
inscribed, 'Melbourne/1956'. In case of issue, some spotty toning in parts near edge, otherwise virtually uncirculated and
very scarce.
$200

3074
Sheep shearer statue, in Aradon fine pewter (71mm high), signed by Bill Manion '95; beer tankard in EPNS (120mm high),
with handle (this dented), by Stokes, one side impressed, 'Stokes Centenary/1856-1956; beer tankard in Selangor pewter
(94mm), with handle, wide base; Penguin in silvered bronze (approx 164mm high; 0.88kg), flat on one side with four
threaded holes, suitable for door stopper if fitted to a timber stand; aged, cast bronze badge (64x86mm), with suspension
ring, features two men of ancient Rome in a chariot pulled by four horses. Very good - very fine. (5)
$50

3075*
Sir Earle Page, 1958, in bronze (69mm) (C.1958/1, this medal) by A.Meszaros. Dark toned, otherwise uncirculated and
scarce.
$100

3076
The Australian Broadcasting Commission, 1959, twenty year's service medal in bronze (70mm) by Andor Meszaros
(C.1959/7), unnamed. In box, toned uncirculated.
$100
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3077
Municipality of Randwick Centenary, 1959, in bronze (44mm) (C.1959/9, this medal), by Angus & Coote, reverse inscribed,
'14yrs & Un. 55yds B'fly/Breast'str Boys./J.Wade/3rd.'; Wollongong Centenary Championships, 1959, in aluminium (57mm)
(C.1959/13, this medal), by Stokes Melb, rim holed at top and bottom for fitting to swivel stand; Glenorchy Centenary, 1964,
in gilded bronze (44mm) (C.1964/2); Miss Australia Quest to Aid Spastic Children, 1966, in copper (51mm) (C.1966/24,
this medal); The Boy Scouts Association, Jindalee Jamboree, 1967, in gilded white metal (48mm) (C.1967/10); Military
Historical Society of Australia, Sixty Five Years Australian Army, 1968, in cast bronze (61mm) (C.1968/5); Historical
Medal Society of Australia & New Zealand issues, Voyager Medal, 1969, in bronze (38mm) (C.1969/4) (2, one with
packet), also First Moon Landing, 1969, in bronze (38mm) (C.1969/15), with packet; Apollo II, 1969, in oxidised cupro
nickel, 1969 (34mm) (C.1969/18), with issue card; Apollo II, 1969, in cast bronze (49mm) (C.1969/19), with packet.
Most packets damaged or with foxing, C1968/5 with a few areas of oxidation, the last with edge bump, otherwise good
very fine - uncirculated. (11)
$120
3078
Royal Exchange Assurance Opening, 1960, in bronze (64mm) (C.1960/9, this medal), reverse inscribed, 'H. Moulton';
Twelfth International Congress of Scientific Management, 1960, in silvered bronze (57x67mm) (C.1960/12, this medal),
by K.G.Luke, unnamed; Australia's 175th Anniversary, 1963, in silvered bronze (58mm) (C.1963/9, this medal). Very
fine. (3)
$110
3079
Australian Trade Mission, 1961, in bronze (37mm) (C.1961/5); Comalco Aluminium (Bell Bay) Limited, 1962, in aluminium
(47mm) (C.1962/7); Newcastle Numismatic Society Decimal Conversion Medal, 1966, in bronze (38mm) (C.1966/7);
Newcastle Numismatic Society for 150 Years Newcastle East Public School, 1966, in silver (38mm) (C.1966/8); Third Asian
and Pacific Marketing Conference, 1968, in bronze (38mm) (C.1968/4), with suspension ring; Cobar Copper Centenary,
1969, in oxidised silvered bronze and another in copper (both 38mm) (C.1969/3) (2); Goldfields Historical & Arts Society
(Dunolly), 1969, in gilded bronze (48mm) (C.1969/14); Inauguration of The Indian Pacific Passenger Service, 1970, in
silvered bronze (51mm) (C.1970/61); Qantas Jubilee Staff Commemorative Medal, 1970, in bronze (38mm) (C.1970/62).
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (10)
$180

3080*
Australia's 175th Anniversary NSW Celebrations, 1963, in oxidised silvered base metal (61x94mm), a uniface, cut-out
and enlarged section of the obverse design from the medal by Amor (C.1963/9). Some scuff marks, otherwise extremely
fine and scarce.
$100
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3081*
Anzac 50th Anniversary, by Numismatic Assn of Victoria, 1965, in silver and another in bronze (both 38mm) (C.1965/2),
by K.G.Luke, the first with edge number 140, the second with number 263. In set case, uncirculated. (2)
$150
3082
Royal Australian Mint Opened, 1966, in silver and another in bronze (both 39mm) (C.1966/16) (2); 50th Anniversary
of Trans-Australian Railway, 1967, in silver and another in bronze (both 38mm) (C.1967/6) (2); City of Adelaide Fifth
Festival of Arts, 1968, in silver and another in bronze (both 39mm) (C.1968/7) (2); 50th Anniversary of Nickel Coinage,
1969, in nickel (38mm) (C.1969/1). In cases of issue, these all have foxing on lid lining and the 1968 issue cases have no
lining, medals uncirculated. (7)
$100
3083
Tamworth City Games, in bronze and enamel (52x57mm), with suspension lug; V.S.A.Nordic, medal in silvered (64mm),
another identical in bronze; Ice Hockey generic medal, in white metal (51mm); Australian Trotting Council, in gilt (58mm);
Veteran Car Club of WA, Mandurah, 1966, in copper (41mm), with pierced hole at edge for suspension; 1st National 1&2
CYL. Rally, Albury, 1982, in silvered (50mm), issued by Veteran Car Club of Australia N.S.W.; Australian Eagle Prime
Time Veteran Cyclists Marathon, 1982, Eagle Living Insurance Award For Outstanding Achievement In Marketing, in gilt
(60mm); cricket medal, generic issue without name, in silver (?), by Stokes, with pierced hole at top and bottom on rim
for mounting on a stand; Royal Military College, award medal in bronze (48mm); Battery of Horse Artillery, Sunbury,
Shire of Bulla, 1988, in bronze (48mm), with suspension ring; Swimming Carnival Inter Service Colleges, prize medal in
bronze (51mm), with suspension ring; all medals unnamed. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (12)
$120

3084*
National Trust presentation paper weight, (1968), oval (57x77mm), in lead based metal, obverse, monogram initials 'NT'
(National Trust) within laurel wreath, reverse impressed, "The Studios"/26-11-68'. Very fine and scarce.
$100
Together with a handwritten 2-page letter from Mrs H.B.Farncomb, Chairwoman of the Women's Committee of the National Trust; card accompanying
the paperweight stating that it was designed by Paul Jones for presentation to those households who have kindly opened their houses for inspection; printed
biography of artist, Paul Jones; National Trust program for Inspection No.130, 26 November 1968 of The Studios, 41 Burton Street, Darlinghurst, the
house of Mr and Mrs Darcy Robinson.
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3085
John Oxley, Numismatic Association of Victoria, c1968, in sterling silver and bronze (51mm) (C.J/1) (2) both edge no.66;
75th Anniversary of Federation, A.N.Z. Numismatic Society Melbourne, c1976, in oxidised silvered bronze and gilt
bronze (50mm) (C.A/16) (2), both edge no.158; Central Deborah Gold Mine Reopened 1970/Underground Reopened,
1986, in gilt bronze (38mm) (C.1986/28); The Kodak Holey Dollar Medal, 1988, in copper and silvered copper (31mm)
(C.1988/18) (2); The Australian Numismatic Society 75th Anniversary, 1988, in silver (32mm) (C.1988/21). The first two
pairs in cases, the rest in packs of issue, uncirculated. (4 + 2 pairs)
$110

3086
Military Historical Society of Australia, 50th Anniversary London to Australia Flight, 1969, in gilt bronze, silvered bronze
and another in bronze (all 50mm) (C.1969/6) (3); 50th Anniversary First Aeroplane Flight, England - Australia, 1969, in
silvered bronze and another in bronze (both 38mm) (C.1969/11a) (2); Warana Air Race, 1969, award medal in gilt bronze
(40mm) (C.1969/20), unnamed. In cases or packs of issue, the cases with foxing on lid lining, the first bronze medal with
a spot of oxidation, otherwise uncirculated. (6)
$100

part

3087*
Robert Gordon Menzies, 1969, in silver (140g), and another in bronze (both 63mm) (C.1969/8), by Andor Meszaros,
struck by Stokes, the first is uniface without concentric circles as shown in Carlisle. Both in cases of issue, uncirculated
and a scarce pair, only 50 silver medals issued. (2)
$150

3088
Wagga Wagga Centenary of Local Government, 1970, in bronze (39mm) (C.1970/4) (2); Pope Paul VI Australia, 1970,
in oxidised silvered bronze and bronze (48mm) (C.1970/56) (2); Pope Paul VI First Papal Visit Australia, 1970, in silver
(32mm) (C.1970/79), edge no.0166; Western Australia Population One Million, 1971, in oxidised silvered bronze and
bronze (48mm) (C.1971/14) (2); The City of Adelaide Sixth Festival of Arts, 1970, in silvered bronze (39mm) (C.1970/73);
Adelaide Coin Club, 1976, in silver (38mm) (C.1976/1), edge no.13; QEII Silver Jubilee & Royal Visit, 1977, in silver
(40mm) (C.1977/13); Western Australia Sesqui-Centenary, 1979, in silver (40mm) (C.1979/5). In cases of issue, some of
these with foxing on lid lining, medals uncirculated. (7 + 2 sets of 2)
$150
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3089*
Opening of Port Headland Decca Navigator Chain, 1970, in bronze (57mm) (C.1970/44); Indian Pacific Inauguration,
1970, in bronze (57mm) (C.1970/50); SRC Centenary Regatta, 1970, in bronze (68mm) (C.1970/75). Uncirculated. (3)
$130

3090
Kiandra Pioneer Ski Club Centenary Year, 1970, in bronze (31mm) (C.1970/71), with suspension ring; All Australia
Netball Tournament, 1928-1978, in gilt bronze (32mm) (C.1978/3), with suspension ring; James Hardie 1000 medals,
1981, in brass (31mm) (C.1981/28a), 1981, in bronze (32mm) (C.1981/29), 1982, in brass (32mm) (C.1982/33), 1985,
in nickel silver (31mm) (C.1985/106, 107) (2), 1986, in nickel silver (31mm) (C.1986/45), 1987, in nickel silver (31mm)
(C.1987/7). In 2x2 holders, uncirculated. (9)
$50

part

3091*
Australian Medical Association South Australian Branch, Lister Orator medal, undated (c1970s), in bronze (51mm),
obverse, facing bust of Lister (1827-1912), reverse, spray of wattle and at side a shield marked Lister/Orator within wreath,
unnamed; Pharmaceutical Society of Victoria, The College of Pharmacy, Melbourne, undated, in bronze (45mm), obverse,
seated allegorical female left with pharmaceutical implements near at hand and holding bowl to snake coiled around tree,
reverse inscribed, 'Botany/N.G.Geddes'. Extermely fine - uncirculated. (2)
$100
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3092*
Alice Springs Centenary, 1971, in bronze (51mm) (C.1971/1); Military Historical Society of Australia 50th Anniversary
RAAF, 1971, in silver (102.66g; edge no.142), gilt bronze and bronze (61mm) (C.1971/7) (3); Council of the Municipality
of Rockdale, 1971, in gilt bronze and bronze (46x51mm) (C.1971/13) (2). Uncirculated. (6)
$140
3093
Memento of Attendance at ANS 100th Meeting, 1971, in wood (39mm) (C.1971/2); Mudgee Sesquicentenary, 1971, in
dark copper (38mm), also a trial strike in bright copper on thin planchet (C.1971/5) (2); Mudgee Sesquicentenary for
M.D.A.A.C. Championships, 1971, in gilt bronze (37mm), appears to be a trial strike, also a trial strike in bronze on
thick planchet (C.1971/6) (2); Rotary International 62nd World Convention, 1971, in bronze (50mm); Western Australia
Population One Million, 1971, in silvered bronze (48mm) (C.1971/14); Department of Main Roads Completion of Sealing
Barrier Highway, 1972, in bronze (44mm) (C.1972/3); Centenary of Brisbane GPO, 1972, in bronze (45mm) (C.1972/4);
Numismatic Society of W.A. Inaugural Exhibition, 1972, in bronze, silvered bronze and gilt bronze (46mm) (C.1972/9)
(3). In coin holders, uncirculated. (12)
$220

3094*
The John Lysaght Inventors' Award, (instituted 1971), in bronze (110mm), unnamed. Nearly uncirculated.
$100
The award was instituted in 1971 to commemorate the company's 50 years of manufacturing galvanised sheet steel and coil. The award was supported by
the Inventors' Association and the Industrial Design Council of Australia and was awarded to 'the person or persons responsible for an invention which
is likely to lead to improvements in the Australian way of life, directly or indirectly.'
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3095*
Opening of the Dampier Decca Navigator Chain, 1972, in silvered (57mm) (C.1972/10) edge engraved, 'Sir Edward Lewis'.
Uncirculated and scarce when named.
$100
Only 8 silvered medals were engraved. Sir Edward Lewis (1900-1980), was a British businessman who led the Decca recording and technology group for
five decades. It was one of the major record labels in the world. One of the ground-breaking achievements of the group was the Decca Navigation System
which was the leading maritime and aviation navigation system prior to GPS.

3096
OTC 25th Anniversary, 1972, in silvered bronze (74mm) (C.1972/11); The Australian Museum Sesquicentenary Year,
1977, in pewter (57mm) (C.1977/42), edge no.029/250, with certificate; IV Interflora World Conference, 1979, in bronze
(57mm) (C.1979/41); Western Australia 150 Years, 1979, in fine silver (38mm) (C.1979/55), with certificate; Hardy Brothers
Limited Centenary, 1980, in fine silver (38mm) (C.1980/4), edge no.108, with certificate; Campbell Town Hospital 1855,
1980, in bronze (51mm) (C.1980/29); Chrysler Australia A Proud Tradition, 1980, in gilt bronze (47mm) (1980/42). In
cases of issue, a few with foxing on lid lining, medals uncirculated. (7)
$130

3097
Foundation Derwent Rowing Club, 1972, in gilt bronze (48mm) (C.1972/13); Rhodes Public School Golden Jubilee, 1972,
in aluminium (43mm) (C.1972/15, not listed in this finish); University of Adelaide Centenary, 1974, in bronze (48mm)
(C.1974/9); Railway Museum Bassendean W.A. Official Opening, 1974, in bronze (40mm) (C.1974/13); Universal Postal
Union Centenary/Philas Blaxland Gallery, 1974, in bronze (33x46mm) (C.1974/25); Australian Jamboree Woodhouse,
1974, in bronze (50mm) (C.1974/26), with suspension ring; Centenary of Proclamation of Municipality of Coburg, 1975,
in gilt bronze (51mm) (C.1975/2); St Matthew's C of E, Tasmania's Oldest Church 150th Anniversary, 1975, in aluminium
and silvered bronze (50mm) (C.1975/5) (2); Townsville District Coin Club Tenth Anniversary, 1975, in gilt bronze (44mm)
(C.1975/7); First Provincial Assembly Sydney, 1976, in bronze 44mm) (C.1976/33); School of Mechanical Engineering,
1976, in plastic (34x46mm) (C.1976/37), with suspension ring; another similar with different obverse design (C.1976/37a).
In coin holders, a few with toning, otherwise uncirculated. (13)
$160

3098
Jubilee of the City of Coburg, 1972, in bronze (51mm) (C.1972/16); R.A.O.B. - G.A.B. Opening Opera House, in gilt
and enamel (32x47mm) (C.1973/15, this medal), reverse inscribed, 'Bro./C.Neville/Lodge Eveleigh/No.507/1973'; Roche
Research Institute of Marine Pharmacology, 1974, in copper (57mm) (C.1974/5); Roche Commemorative Medallion, 1974,
in bronze (62mm) (C.1974/6); Royal Australian Army Ordnance Corps 25th Anniversary, in bronze (58mm) (C.1974/12),
edge no.452; Adelaide Coin Club, 1976, a trial in plastic (62x49mm) (C.1976/1), reverse marked, 'Post Issue/Trial 11/77/3/6';
AWA Joins Telecom in Celebrating 100 Years of Telephone Communication, 1976, in silvered bronze (57mm) (C.1976/25);
Victorian Rowing Association Centenary, 1976, in copper (63mm) (C.1976/27, this medal). The last toned and with some
surface marks, otherwise extremely fine, the second extremely fine, the rest uncirculated. (8)
$130
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3099
100th Anniversary of the Discovery of the Johnstone River, 1973, in bronze (51mm) (C.1973/1a); Gosford Shire's 150th
Birthday, 1973, in gilt aluminium (53mm) (C.1973/2), holed at top edge; Sydney Opera House Opened, 1973, various
issues (C.1973/8, 9, 12, 13 [2]) (5); Proclamation of the Town of Gosnells W.A., 1973, in bronze (38mm) (C.1973/20);
Royal Sydney Anniversary Regatta, 1973, in silvered bronze (51mm) (C.1973/24) (Ex Olympic yachtsman Bill Northam's
Collection); Sydney Grammar School Boat Club Centenary, 1975, in silvered bronze (51mm) (C.1975/15, this medal);
Alcan Kurri Kurri Works, 1976, in aluminium (48mm) (C.1976/2); Anniversary of Nationhood, 1976, in silver (39mm)
(C.1976/26). In coin holders, a few with toning, otherwise uncirculated. (12)
$140
3100
Sydney Opera House, 1973, in silver (41mm) (C.1973/4), edge no.0222; another identical (32mm) (C.1973/4a), edge
no.0245; Edmund Barton Australia's First Prime Minister, 1976, in silver (39mm) (C.1976/7) (2); Truganini, 1976, in silver
(edge no.44) and bronze (edge no.180) (50mm) (C.1976/15); The Queens Silver Jubilee, 1977, in silvered bronze (54mm)
(C.1977/26); Visit of QEII and Silver Jubilee, 1977, in silver (45mm) (C.1977/61), with certificate; Melbourne International
Centenary Exhibition, 1980, in bronze (47mm) (C.1980/31); Centenary Melbourne International Exhibition Building, 1980,
in silver (50mm) (C.1980/33), edge no.0006. In cases of issue, some of these with foxing, medals uncirculated. (10)
$230
3101
The Opening Perth Concert Hall, 1973, in gilt bronze (51mm) (C.1973/11); G.Marconi Centenary, 1974, in bronze
(50mm) (C.1974/2); Adelaide Children's Hospital Centenary, 1976, in silvered bronze (48mm) (C.1976/24); Qantas
Wandana Antarctic Flight, 1977, in silvered bronze (51mm) (C.1977/25); Irvine Bank Centenary, 1981, in silvered bronze
(50mm) (C.1981/5); William & Ellen Hartnett, Plymouth to Moreton Bay, 1981, in gilt bronze (60mm) (C.1981/10); Pass
of Victoria Sesqui-Centenary, 1982, in bronze (58mm) (C,1982/15); GIO Newcastle Commemoration, 1983, in bronze
(70mm) (C.1983/32). A few with toning, extremely fine - uncirculated. (8)
$110
3102
Matthew Flinders Bicentenary, 1974, postal cover with medal in silver (39mm) (C.1974/3); QEII Silver Jubilee & Royal
Visit, 1977, postal cover with medal in silver (39mm) (C.1977/6); Test Cricket Centenary, 1977, postal cover with medal
in silver (38mm) (C.1977/15a). In folders of issue, the first folder with some damage, also the first cover with some foxing
marks, otherwise uncirculated. (3)
$70
3103
Hobart Cup, 1874-1974, in bronze (51mm) (C.1974/7); La Trobe Centenary, 1975, in silver (38mm) (C.1975/1); Cairns
& District Centenary, 1976, in bronze (51mm) (C.1976/4); Numismatic Society Inc South Australia Golden Jubilee, 1976,
in silver (45mm) (C.1976/11), edge no.83; 60th Anniversary First Aeroplane Flight England-Australia, 1979, in oxidised
silver (38mm) (C.1979/13); Melbourne International Exhibition, 1980, in silver (38mm) (C.1980/8), with certificate; The
Grand Organ Melbourne International Exhibition, 1980, in bronze (50mm) (C.1980/33); Advance Australia America's
Cup Challenge, 1983, in gilt aluminium (50mm) (C.1983/33). In cases of issue, these mostly with foxing on lid lining,
medals uncirculated. (8)
$180
3104
Captain Matthew Flinders Bi-Centenary, 1974, in bronze (39mm) (C.1974/20); Port Arthur Penal Settlement Closed,
1977, in bronze (51mm) (C.1977/14); City Mutual Centre Official Opening, 1978, in oxidised silvered bronze (55mm)
(C.1978/30); Royal National Park Centenary, 1979, in gilt bronze, silvered bronze and bronze (30mm) (C.1979/14) (3);
Wambo Shire Centenary, 1979, in silver (38mm) (C.1979/20); Melbourne International Centenary Exhibition, Exhibitor,
1980, in bronze (47mm) (C.1980/31); Sydney Harbour Bridge, 1982, in silver (edge no.10) and bronze (34mm) (C.1982/11)
(2); 100th Anniversary The Ashes, 1982, in silvered bronze (44mm) (C.1982/16); Derby 100 Years Anniversary, 1983, in
gilt aluminium (47mm) (C.1983/2). Mostly in capsules or plastic cases, uncirculated. (12)
$160
3105
The Gothic Bank Melbourne, 1975, in gilt bronze and oxidised bronze (52mm) (C.1975/8) (2), both with edge no.11,
with certificate; First Federal Parliament Canberra, 1977, in silvered bronze and gilt bronze (51mm) (C.1977/44) (2), with
certificate; 100th Anniversary of the Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania, 1980, in silvered bronze (edge no.141) and bronze
(edge no.013) (51mm) (C.1980/28) (2). In set cases of issue, uncirculated. (3 sets of 2)
$110
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3106*
Sydney Cove Medallion, Wedgwood medallion in buff coloured Jasper, (1975), reproduction for Old Sydney Town, (75mm)
(C.E/5), reverse with printed seal and name, 'Old Sydney Town/Heritage Park/Somersby' and numbered 428; another
identical but with two seals and two logos of The Wedgwood Collectors Society and the name, 'Old Sydney Town/Heritage
Park/Somersby' twice, an unnumbered pattern (see C.E/5 note). The first in case with certificate, foxing on case, one small
spot of foxing on medallion, otherwise uncirculated, the second in Wedgwood folder, also with one small spot of foxing,
uncirculated and very rare. (2)
$200

part

3107*
I P Commemorative Medallion, 1976, in bronze (57mm) (C.1976/30, this medal); Opening of the Tohoku Decca Navigator
Chain, 1976, in silvered bronze (57mm) (C.1976/36); Dick Smith Electronics Expedition to the Admiralty Mountains,
1977, in pewter (65mm) (obverse C.1977/41, reverse cf C.D/9), with suspension lug at top; Abercrombie House, 1978, in
nickel (32mm) (C.1978/2a), with suspension ring and ribbon with brooch bar; Jubilee Dental Congress, 1978, in gilded
bronze and enamel (58mm) (C.1978/6); Council of the Municipality of Canterbury Centenary Year, 1979, in gilt brass
(70mm) (C.1979/18, this medal), reverse inscribed, 'W H Haiteem'; Morwell Centenary, 1979, in ceramic clay (62mm)
(C.1979/28). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (7)
$130
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3108
American Independence Bicentennial, 1976, in bronze (48mm) (C.1976/42); City of Ringwood Maroondah Hospital, 1976,
in whitemetal (28x35mm) (C.1976/45), with suspension ring; Sesquicentenary of Burnie, 1977, in gilt aluminium and silvered
bronze (47mm) (C.1977/7) (2); QEII 25 Year Reign/N.N.S. 50 Years Canberra, 1977, in bronze and silver (edge no.71)
(38mm) (C.1977/10) (2); QEII Silver Jubilee, 1977, in silver (39mm) (C.1977/37); Allenstown State School Centenary, 1977,
in gilt bronze (48mm) (C.1977/38); Convention of International Numismatics, 1977, in gilt bronze (39mm) (C.1977/43);
Inaugural Year Marian College/St Thomas More's School, 1977, in silvered bronze (51mm) (C.1977/45); another similar
but for Sacred Heart College (C.1977/46); Rowntree Ltd 50th Year in Australia, 1977, in bronze (47mm) (C.1977/51)
(not recorded in this metal). In coin holders, the last with a few dark tone spots, otherwise uncirculated. (12)
$160
3109
Commonwealth of Australia, 75th Anniversary of Federation, 1976, set of seven medals in sterling silver (45mm; 44.7g each)
by The Birmingham Mint (C.1976/17-23). In timber box of issue, some scuffing to storage capsules, otherwise FDC. (7)
$250
3110
The Australian State Medals, 1976, set of six sterling silver medals, in cards of issue with booklet, struck by Stokes and
issued by the Franklin Mint. FDC. (6)
$120

3111*
The Granville Train Disaster award medal, 1977, in bronze (57mm) (C.1977/16). Uncirculated.
$130

part

3112*
Abba Australian Tour, 1977, in gilt bronze (43mm) (C.1977/58), with suspension ring; City of Box Hill Golden Jubilee,
1977, in aluminium (47mm) (C.-); Alcoa Australia Third Potline Groundbreaking, 1979, in aluminium (46mm) (C.1979/53);
Australian Capital Territory Police, 1979, presentation medal in bronze (51mm) (C.1979/64); Rotary International Club
of Goulburn 75th Anniversary, 1980, in bronze (39mm) (C.1980/7); Rail Link to Roma Bungil Shire Established, 1980, in
bronze and gilt aluminium (47mm) (C.1980/13) (2); Bell Bay Original Number One Potline, 1980, in aluminium (47mm)
(C.1980/17); Rotary 75th Anniversary Celebrated Over the Antarctic, 1980, in silvered bronze (50mm) (C.1980/22);
Melbourne International Centenary Exhibition, Nylex, 1980, in white plastic (48mm) (C.1980/35), holed at bottom edge
as issued. The second with a few edge nicks, good very fine, the rest uncirculated. (10)
$140
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3113
The Medallic History of Australia, (1977), set of sixty .925 fine silver medals (44mm; 39.3g) designed by James Berry,
struck by Stokes Australasia Ltd (Carlisle p668). In display album with booklet, medals FDC. (60)
$1,500
3114
Test Cricket Centenary, 1977, sterling silver medal in first day cover, in commemorative folder; Official Bicentennial Test
Commemorative Medallion, 1988, in folder (C.1988/13); gilt sterling silver Australian stamp replicas, includes issues for
Merino ram 9 pence, NSW 100 Years 20 shillings, Australian coat of arms one pound, and Victoria Cross one penny, all
ex The Australian Collection by Hallmark Diemasters & Engravers Pty Ltd. Uncirculated. (6)
$70
3115
Murarrie Golden Jubilee, 1978, in bright bronze and enamel (38mm) (C.1978/8), with suspension lug; Pope Paul VI,
1978, in copper (44mm) (C.1978/9); another in silvered copper (44mm) (C.1978/9 obverse, and reverse not listed); Shire
of Narracan 100 Years of Local Government, 1978, in bronze (not listed in this metal) and copper finished aluminium
(47mm) (C.1978/12) (2), the last with suspension ring; Qantas-Wandana Antarctic Flight, 1978, in white metal (50mm)
(C.1978/27); Lindfield Demonstration School, 1978, in silvered metal (38mm) (C.1978/32), with suspension ring; Western
Australia Sesquicentenary, 1979, in gilt metal (40mm) (C.1979/5); Fremantle 50 Years a City, 1979, in silver (37mm)
(C.1979/6); Swan River Colony Founded, 1979, in brass (43mm) (C.1979/21). In coin holders, a few with toning, otherwise
uncirculated. (10)
$120

part

3116*
The All Seeing Eye lucky token, by Amor, in bronze (31mm) (3), one with obverse struck and fitted atop a thick crude
planchet with a faintly struck image of reverse design; another struck nearly fifty percent off centre and out of collar;
another regular strike; Mennen Centenary, 1978, in bronze plate (37mm) (C.1978/15), obverse design only; Earth Week
Commemorative Award, 1979, in gilded bronze (32mm) (C.1979/46), test run on thin planchet, obverse with satin finish
and unholed at top. Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (5)
$100
3117
Corrimal Apex Club Antarctic Expedition, 1978, in cast silvered metal (50mm) (C.1978/36); Swan River Colony Founded,
1979, in various metals (43mm) (C.1979/22 [cupro nickel], 22a [cupro nickel], 23 [bronze], 24 [silver] [2]) (5); XXXV
Cape Horners International Congress, 1979, in gilt bronze (51mm) (C.1979/29); St Mary's Church Burra Centenary, 1979,
in bronze (50mm) (C.1979/30); Rotary Club Canberra-Woden Anniversary, 1979, in bronze (38mm) (C.1979/45); Alcoa
Australia Project Announcement, 1979, in aluminium (46mm) (C.1979/47). In coin holders, uncirculated. (10)
$140

lot 3118 part
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3118*
Numismatic Symposium Medals, set of five in bronze, '78 and '79 (51mm), '80, '81 and '82 (57mm), all with inset silver
medal (32mm), the first and last inscribed, 'R.J.Byatt', the second and third inscribed, 'R.Byatt', and the third inscribed,
'Ron Byatt'. The last in case, silver medals toned, otherwise uncirculated. (5)
$250
Ron Byatt was the Managing Director of Amor Ltd, a family owned business which began as Harvey C. Smith making Masonic Lodge jewels and regalia.
It then acquired the medallist business of W.J. Amor and commenced trading as Amor Ltd. In 1970 the company acquired the business of badge and medal
maker, W.J. Sanders, and in 1985 the badge maker, Denham Neal & Treloar. The firm from this time traded as Amor Sanders Denham Neal & Treloar.
Ron Byatt retired in 1997 and sold the business to Christies, the Sydney firm with a shop in Pitt Street and a factory at St Peters. It now operates the badge
business under the name Amor Badges. Ron Byatt died on 20 August 2009.

3119
Bruce Canning manufactured medals, various issues made for clubs, associations and commemorative issues, a few in
aluminium or gilt but mostly in copper, c1978-2009. In 2x2 holders, uncirculated. (36)
$180
3120
50th Stonehaven Cup Sailed on Derwent River, 1979, set of two in silvered bronze and bronze (51mm), by Stokes Melb
(C1979/16), cased with certificate; Wrest Point Casino 50th Anniversary, 1989, in plastic (39mm); The Rising Sun Lodge
No.206, Gosford, 1990, in oxidised bronze (32mm), numbered 467; Sydney Harbour Tunnel Opened, 1992, in bronze
(32mm), in official medal pack; Barraba, the Star of New England, one Barrabian Guinea, 1992, in gilt bronze (31mm) (2);
Kenneth Ian Foux, Good For One Waitress in Any Coffee Shop, 1992, in bronze (38mm); Commonwealth Games Team
medal, 1994, in gilt bronze (31mm), in official Games pack; Taronga Zoo souvenir coin to commemorate 70th birthday,
undated (c1986), in bronze; Barraba, Australia, One Barrabian Guinea, 1995/2001, in gilt bronze (32mm) (2); Sydney
Cricket Ground lapel badge affixed to welcoming sheet from Sir Nicholas Sheadie AC, OBE, Chairman; Australia Post
Bicentennial of Australia metal drink coaster; postcards (2, one damaged) relating to Sydney Harbour Tunnel; Admella
Commission replica medal by Royal Australian Mint, in bronze (50mm), cased (this damaged) with certificate no.606;
Australian Species set of six medals, 1992, in cupro nickel, in Westpac folder (slip case damaged). Mostly in cases or packs
of issue, apart from defects mentioned, uncirculated. (14 + 2 sets)
$80
3121
Western Australia 150th Anniversary, 1979, in gilt bronze (34mm) (C.1979/36), with suspension ring and ribbon with
brooch bar; Melbourne International Exhibition, 1980, in bronze (38mm) (C.1980/8), with felt bag and certificate;
Centenary Melbourne International Exhibition Building, 1980, in bronze (50mm) (C.1980/33); Queensland Telephone
Centenary, 1980, in gilt metal (51mm) (C.1980/39); The Centenary of Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children, 1980,
in silvered bronze (57mm) (C.1980/43); Roma Railway Centenary, 1980, in gilt bronze (51mm) (C.1980/44), with
pierced hole at top for suspension; University of Sydney School of Medicine Centenary, 1983, in silvered bronze (52mm)
(C.1983/12), with felt bag; Government Assay Office Adelaide Gold Escort, 1986, in copper (33mm) (C.1986/30), with
felt bag. Uncirculated. (8)
$100

3122*
Province-State Relationship Between Guandong and New South Wales, 1979, in silver (51mm) (C.1979/51), edge no.MS1.
Only 2 in silver, uncirculated and rare.
$200
3123
Province-State Relationship Between Guandong and New South Wales, 1979, in bronze (51mm) (C.1979/51).
Uncirculated.
$50
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3124*
N.S.W.G.R. (New South Wales Government Railways) 45 Years' Service Medal, in blackened bronze (51mm), reverse
inscribed, 'A.G.Root'. With small cardboard box, some hairlines, otherwise uncirculated.
$50

3125*
Medallist's trials, thin metal strips with die-struck designs, one in brass features an outback scene with aboriginal hunting,
kookaburra above, tree at left and boomerang at bottom marked 'Coo-oo-ee', other text in bottom right corner illegible; the
other in copper is in shape of a map of Australia and features an outback setting with two horsemen chasing a bounding
kangaroo. Both with two small pierced holes for securing, the second with some toning, otherwise uncirculated. (2)
$60
3126
Australian Silver, uniface medal for W.Naylor & Co, Caledonian Works, Birmingham, undated, in silver (42mm; 38.55g).
Very fine.
$50
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